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It’s been talked about, but never accomplished. Until now. The new unprecedented sound shaping 
tools in SpectraLayers™ Pro � nally let you unbake your audio � les into discrete spectral layers. 
Manipulate each individually utilizing SpectraLayers’ multidimensional display, and array of smart 
tools. Reach into and directly edit the unique spectra that make up the � le. Graphically remove 
elements from any mix and change them in a variety of ways. SpectraLayers Pro is essential for any 
video and audio professional requiring deep analysis tools. It rede� nes what can be accomplished 
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Learn more about SpectraLayers Pro or download a free trial by visiting sonycreativesoftware.com/SL 
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Privacy
According to Wikipedia, “The Truman 
Show delusion is a type of persecu-
tory/grandiose delusion in which 
patients believe their lives are staged 
plays or reality television shows.” The 
disorder was named after a motion 
picture starring Jim Carrey in which 
all the people in the his life have been 
paid actors, thus Truman is living in 
a constructed-reality, being televised 
globally around the clock.

The basis of this delusion is that 
video cameras are recording every 
move patients make without their 
permission or knowledge. While the 
delusion is far-fetched, the concept 
of being secretly recorded has be-
come commonplace. ATM machines, 
retail stores, traffic lights and waiting 
rooms have become places where 
most people expect to be recorded. 
In the news each week, there are 
cases reported of distasteful secret re-
cording in rest rooms, office cubicles, 
bedrooms and even from unmanned 
aerial vehicles.

This is the trouble that some-
times comes with technology. As the 
video imaging chips have become 
inexpensive, video cameras are 
nearly disposable. The video can be 
recorded in the camera or wirelessly 
transmitted to a nearby monitor or 
recorder. We have a new tempta-
tion to manage now that millions of 
people have the power to purchase 
and hide tiny video cameras. The 
temptation to record without per-
mission will become more apparent 
as more devices are manufactured 
with a video camera as one of their 
features. Not only mobile phones 
but door bells, thermostats, clocks 
and rear-view mirrors in cars are just 
a few examples. In the near future, 
some of these devices will be sold to 
automatically record data in 24-hour 
loops without the owner needing to 
make the decision to start a record-
ing. Instead of the owner being 
required to hit the record button, 
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he or she will have to hit the non-
record button. In other words, they 
will need to take action to not record 
video at a desired point in time. 

The impact of this development is 
many fold. Our rights to privacy can 
be easily violated so our expecta-
tions of privacy are diminished. Some 
may argue that this leads to greater 
transparency but personally, I am a big 
believer in the Fourth Amendment of 
the US Constitution; “the right of the 
people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures.” 
While transparency has merit, privacy 
reigns supreme.

I strongly discourage you from 
recording anyone without his or her 
knowledge and permission. If you 
learn about someone else who is 
using video cameras for this visual 
eavesdropping, please remind them 
of the moral and ethical obligations 
to treat others as they would like to 
be treated. Video recording is a pow-
erful responsibility and thus should 
be undertaken by those with noble 
character. 
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Scan this QR Code to contact your local Chrosziel dealer.

Chrosziel delivers a full range of the highest quality accessories to support today’s fi lm, 
video and photography applications. For experienced cinematographers and novices 
alike, our robust, highly adaptable and feature-rich innovations unleash the true potential 
of your camera. And your career.

Your work of genius awaits. Visit www.schneideroptics.com/chrosziel today.

Exclusive distributor for Chrosziel products in the USA Chrosziel@schneideroptics.com

All Matte Box Kits 
Are Not Created Equal
Unrivaled precision, uncommon results.

C-456-20ALSR Matte Box & Follow 
Focus kit for Arri Alexa®

• 456-20 Academy Dual Stage Matte Box
• 204-01S Studio Follow Focus
•  401-01VT150 Varitubes, Variable Length 

15mm Rods
• 401-503 Swing Away Bracket
•  411-68  Flexi-Ring for Lenses 95-125mm 

in Diameter

C-450W-HPX250K2 Matte Box 
& Follow Focus kit for Panasonic 
HPX-250® Camera

•  450W-20 Super Wide, Dual Stage 
Matte Box

• 206-01S DV Rig Follow Focus & Gear
•  411-68 Flexi-Ring for Lenses 95-125mm 

in Diameter
•  206-30 Flexi-Gear, Lens Gear for 

Follow Focus

C-450-R2-BMD1KIT for CINECAM26KEF®

C-450W-HPX250K2 Matte Box 
& Follow Focus kit for Panasonic 

•  450W-20 Super Wide, Dual Stage 

• 206-01S DV Rig Follow Focus & Gear
•  411-68 Flexi-Ring for Lenses 95-125mm 

•  206-30 Flexi-Gear, Lens Gear for 

C-456-20ALSR Matte Box & Follow 

• 456-20 Academy Dual Stage Matte Box
• 204-01S Studio Follow Focus
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Mics – Lights – Support – Accessories: 
A Look at the Gear Videographers Need 
You need just the right accessory to get just that right shot, but you can't run down to the corner store to 
pick it up. You're not going to find light gels or mic stands tucked away among the batteries and flashlights, 
so where do you turn to find out about the gear you gotta have? This column brings you a few products we 
thought you’d like to take closer look.

Miller MINI Tripod (455)

Tripods are great most 
of the time, but when 
shooting in cramped 
locations or low angles, 
the traditional tripod 
might not fit. Miller  has 
come up with an in-
novative MINI tripod to 
cater to these needs of 
video and photographing 
professionals.  The MINI tripod is a miniature version of the traditional 
tripod without compromising the stability that a tripod needs to provide. 

FEATURES:
The MINI Tripod (455), a two-stage crutch-style tripod, allows more 

precise set up for shooting angles. Clamps tighten and loosen the legs 
quickly while allowing users to set individual leg heights. The height of 
the tripod can be varied by 10 inches, facilitating a wide variety of low 
profile shots. The bowl measures 100mm for compatibility with some 
heavy-duty heads, a measure often found with large cameras.

The alloy tube legs make the tripod light in weight yet sturdy enough 
to support a camera of 55 pounds. The tripod folds up nicely into a 
compact size, and fits in an included carrying case. A ground spreader 
for the tripod keeps the legs at the right distance, so a camera operator 
can jump from one location to the next with less hassle. At just below 
10 inches from the ground, the minimum height is plenty low for a 
secure shot and at the maximum height above 20 inches, low shots are 
very simple. Clearly, small subjects or product videography are good 
applications for a tripod this height and having such a low angle can 
make a chase scene truly epic. All this with support for heavy camera 
and accessories adds to the versatility of the MINI Tripod (455). 

www.millertripods.com    l   $1,030 

Mole-Richardson 575W 
DayLite Par

GEAR

The 575W DayLite 
Par by Mole-
Richardson Co. is a 
high intensity light  
that is suitable for 
both studio and field 
settings.

FEATURES:
The light is mounted on an aluminum 

U-shape yoke that is attached to the stand 
by a 5/8-inch connector. The head is cast 
aluminum with a swinging door at the 
front and a stainless steel safety screen. A 
switch in the door ensures that the power 
is off when the door is opened, serving as a 
safety mechanism against an electric shock 
when changing the lamp. 

The lamp is a 575W mercury vapor based 
high intensity light source, surrounded by 
a highly efficient aluminum reflector that 
redirects 95 percent of the light. This 5600K 
light has an intensity of 8,302 foot-candles 
at a distance of 15 feet when no lens is 
used. With the use of narrow, medium, 
wide or extra wide lenses, the spread of the 
beam can be adjusted. A knob at the rear 
lets you adjust the beam focus. The use of 
lenses sacrifices light intensity. To achieve 
additional control on the beam, you can add 
the Light Shield and Scrim accessories.  

www.mole.com   l   $ 3,300 (light only)

GEAR
b y  t h e  V i d e o m a k e r  E d i t o r s
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Introducing the world’s most advanced live production switcher! ATEM 
switchers include advanced technology and powerful features, all built into 
a familiar M/E design that’s fast and easy to use! With an advanced broadcast 
SDI based design, ATEM also includes HDMI connections for connecting 
HDMI consumer cameras or computers! The new ATEM has been totally 
redesigned with Blackmagic Design technology and quality. Live switching 
multiple cameras is the lowest cost and fastest video production possible!

Live Creative Power

Get the most creative solution for live switching, with 
cut, mix, wipe, dip, DVE, graphic wipe and stinger 
transitions! Load clips into the 2 built in media players 
for exciting custom animated stinger transitions! ATEM 

includes a built in DVE with 3D borders, light source and drop shadow! 
You can even use the DVE for transitions!

Incredible Features

Only ATEM includes 4 upstream keyers, each with 
independent chroma, pattern, shaped and linear keying, 
2 downstream keyers, graphic wipes, stinger transitions, 
2 built in media players, DVE transitions and more! 

The built in multi view allows all cameras, preview and program to be 
viewed on a single SDI or HDMI monitor, so ATEM is perfect for portable 
location use! Now you can cover any live event, anywhere!

More Connections

ATEM includes loads of SDI and HDMI connections for 
professional SDI cameras or HDMI consumer cameras! 
All inputs feature re-sync so you can plug in anything! 
You get 6 program outputs in SDI/HD-SDI, HDMI, HD 

component and USB 3.0, plus down converted SD-SDI and composite video. 
The multi view includes SDI and HDMI, plus you get 3 aux outputs.

Built to Perform 

ATEM uses a familiar M/E style of operation so you get 
an instantly familiar workfl ow that’s fast and easy to use. 
ATEM includes a software based control panel for Mac 
and Windows! If you need a hardware control panel then 

simply add the ATEM 1 M/E Broadcast Panel for a true broadcast grade 
solution. ATEM even uses an FAA certifi ed operating system for a high 
reliability broadcast grade design.

Learn more today at www.blackmagicdesign.com/atem

ATEM 1 M/E Production Switcher $2,495Full 2 RU ATEM switcher chassis includes Mac and Windows control software.

Traditional M/E style broadcast quality hardware control panel.
ATEM 1 M/E Broadcast Panel $4,995

Welcome to the most exciting way 
to create television programming... Live!

FullPageAD_NEWTemplate.indd   48 8/20/2012   8:43:26 AM
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REVIEWS
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$3,500

Lightning 
Strikes Thrice 

Canon 
EOS 5D Mark III 
DSLR 

Canon Inc.
www.canon.com
 
STRENGTHS
• Manual audio gain control
• Headphone jack
• Superb low-light performance
• 30-minute maximum record time
• Improved rolling shutter  
 

WEAKNESSES
• No uncompressed video out
• Sluggish autofocus in live-view mode

In 2008 Canon made history with the 
EOS 5D Mark II Digital Single-Lens 

Reflex (DSLR). Before that, the ability to 
shoot video with a camera containing 
a full frame 35mm sensor was beyond 
reach for the average video enthusiast. 
The 5D Mark II made it so anyone with 
a few thousand dollars could produce 
images that looked like he or she could 
rival the masters in Hollywood. Now, 
four years later, Canon has given us the 
5D Mark II’s successor, the 5D Mark III. 
How does it stack up to the camera that 
started a revolution in digital filmmak-

ing? We spent a couple weeks with the 
new camera to find out. 

Look and Feel
The first thing you’ll notice about 
the 5D Mark III is that the camera is 
relatively heavy for a DSLR. If you’ve 
spent much time with its predecessor, 
the feel will be very familiar, although 
some buttons have been added or 
moved. The grip is big enough to 
feel stable, even in large hands. Even 
though the camera is heavy, you never 
feel like it will slip out of your hands, 
although for safety we definitely rec-
ommend proper use of the strap.

Most of the controls you’ll need are 
well-placed near your right thumb and 
index finger. Aperture, shutter speed, 
ISO and even white balance controls 
are easily accessible without having 
to dive into menus. If you need it, the 
depth of field preview button has been 
moved to the opposite side of the 
lens as the lens release button, which 
means you can conveniently press it 
with your right ring finger while aim-
ing down the optical viewfinder.

Focusing during a shoot works well 
if you’ve got a steady hand or a fol-
low focus. While the autofocus works 
amazingly for still photos, we’d recom-
mend avoiding it mid-shot for video, as 

it is pretty slow when used in live-view 
mode. You can adjust the exposure and 
audio gain while recording, and the ad-
dition of touch-sensitive control means 
making such adjustments is a silent 
and shake-free operation.

The 5D Mark III’s LCD screen is 
slightly larger than the 5D Mark II and 
is a bit higher resolution. It looks great 
but the bump up in pixels isn’t enough 
to be a major selling point. We find that 
using the non-articulating LCD screens 
on most DSLRs is difficult, and the 5D 
Mark III is no exception. While many 
video enthusiasts shift entirely to DSLR 
shooting, adjustable LCD viewfind-
ers are still one area where traditional 
camcorders dominate. Fortunately, like 

Display and controls above handgrip

305_C5 Canon 5D.indd   6 8/21/2012   12:43:17 PM
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Canon EOS 5D Mark III

REVIEWS

monitors that handle zebras.
The limitation of noise, even at high 

ISO was impressive, and we found that 
shooting video at ISO levels as great as 
6400 still yielded usable footage. The 
5D Mark III will go all the way to 12800 

its predecessor, the 5D Mark III works 
well with external monitors via a Mini 
HDMI port.

Video
We used a Zacuto Z-Finder EVF, a RØDE 
VideoMic Pro, and a SanDisk 128GB 
Extreme Pro CompactFlash card when 
the camera was tested for a video shoot. 
Canon sent the 5D Mark III to us with 
the kit's 24-105mm f/4 IS lens, but we 
used a Canon 50mm f/1.2 lens as well.

One important selling point to the 
5D Mark III is the full frame 35mm 
sensor. If you’ve never shot full frame 
before, you’re in for a treat. The most 
obvious benefit of shooting full frame 
is being able to take advantage of the 
full field of view of your lenses. Crop 
factors on smaller sensors mean your 
cameras get a narrower field of view. 
This makes using popular 50mm or 
70mm lenses difficult as you have to 
back away from your subject to get 
the same composition as a full frame 
camera with the same lens; indeed, 
this isn’t a problem with the 5D Mark 
III. Being able to get closer to your 
subject also means you will be able 
to get shallower depth of field. This 
blessing, however, can be a curse to 
beginning DSLR shooters. When using 
the 50mm f/1.2 on the camera, and 
opening the aperture as wide as it 
would go makes keeping the focus on 
closeup shots quite difficult. That’s 
simply the nature of photography, and 
it may take some getting used to.

To monitor your exposure, the 
5D Mark III offers an on-screen, live 
histogram with the red, green and blue 
channels displayed separately, this is an 
amazing feature noted on many exter-
nal monitors. Not only does it give you 
an at-a-glance view of your overall ex-
posure, but the ability to see each chan-
nel independently gives you the ability 
to verify your white balance, in case you 
don’t trust the color of the LCD. Zebra 
stripes would've been a nice option but 
that’s a matter of preference. The RGB 
histograms will work well for those 
who choose to use them. For those that 
don’t, there are always external field 

in video mode. Shoot at a high ISO 
and you can expect to get some noisy 
shadows but it might be acceptable for 
the right project. Canon really should 
be commended for its commitment to 
picture clarity, as they’ve been smart to 

305_C5 Canon 5D.indd   7 8/21/2012   12:43:31 PM
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keep the megapixel count under con-
trol. Greater megapixel count means 
less pixel density, which ultimately 
leads to noisy images. Often camera 
manufacturers try to use very high 
megapixel counts as a selling point 
over their competitors; however, Canon 
knows we’re smarter than that and 
opted for a more modest pixel count 

(22.3MP) in order to maintain a cleaner 
overall image. In fact, the low light per-
formance on the 5D Mark III is some of 
the best we’ve seen in a DSLR.

Rolling shutter is often cited as a 
major concern for shooters resistant 
to hopping on board the DSLR video 
bandwagon. Well, you’ll be happy to 
know that Canon has improved roll-
ing shutter issues. Unfortunately the 
visual side effects of rolling shutter are 
still present, but they’re much more 
manageable. Unless you’re shoot-
ing very high speed camera moves 
or shaky-cam action sequences, you 
shouldn’t have much of a problem.

One big drawback to the 5D Mark III 
is the lack of an uncompressed signal 
from the Mini HDMI port. Increasingly 
we’re seeing cameras offer 4:2:2 video 
output from either HDMI or SDI, and 
we wish Canon would have included 
it. Anyone doing green screen work 
would really be able to take advantage 
of that additional color information 
should they decide to record on an 
external device.

On the other hand, Canon has 
increased the record duration of the 
camera, which is a great feature. The 
maximum file size for a video clip on 
the 5D Mark III is still 4GB, just as it 
was on the 5D Mark II. The 5D Mark III, 
however, can shoot as much as 30 min-
utes (actually 29 minutes, 59 seconds), 
even though the clip size still can’t 
exceed 4GB. It does this by seamlessly 
creating several 4GB clips (about 12 
minutes), which can be stitched togeth-
er in post-production. That means that 
shooting weddings and events with a 
5D Mark III is much more possible than 
it’s ever been. To help store that much 
data, Canon has added an SD card slot, 
so now if your CompactFlash card fills 
up, the 5D Mark III will start using the 
SD card.

Sound
Perhaps the best reason to shoot with 
the 5D Mark III is the addition of gain 
control for external microphones. This 
is a big plus, as those who choose to 
use it won’t have to buy an external 
audio recorder or a field mixer that 
counteracts automatic gain. Record-
ing sound straight to the card is finally 
here and it works quite well.

To help monitor your sound, the 5D 
Mark III includes an on-screen color 
VU meter so you can watch for peak-
ing. Similar to exposure control, you 
can manually adjust the audio gain 
while recording. Inside the camera's 
settings menu is an option to enable 
touch sensitive control, which is a 
must for click-free adjustments.

The last great audio feature is the 
addition of a headphone jack, so that 
you can listen to your sound as it's be-
ing recorded. Even with the VU meter, 
being able to monitor what’s being re-
corded is necessary for video produc-
tion. We need to be able to listen for 
stray sound or distortion, and we’re 
finally able to do so.

Stills
Apparently this puppy also takes 
pretty good pictures. Joking aside, 
this is one of the great benefits of 

Canon EOS 5D Mark III

REVIEWS

Left-side ports

      
TECH SPECS

Sensor: CMOS
Sensor Size: 36x24mm (35mm  
Full-frame)
Effective Pixels: 22.3MP
Maximum Still Image Area: 5760 x 
3840
Still Image File Format: JPEG, 
RAW (14-bit Canon Original), M-RAW, 
S-RAW, RAW+JPEG, M-RAW+JPEG, 
S-RAW+JPEG
Maximum Still Frames Per Second: 6
Movie Frame Size and Frame Rate: 
[1920x1080]: 30/25/24 [1280x720]: 
60/50 [640x480]: 30/25
Movie File Format: MPEG-4 AVC / 
H.264 (variable bit rate)
Maximum Movie Record Time: 29:59
Storage Media: CF Cards (Type I); 

Compatible with UDMA CF cards; SD/
SDHC/SDXC Memory Cards
Maximum Shutter Speed: 1/8000
Minimum Shutter Speed: 30 sec., bulb
ISO Range: 100-25600 (in 1/3-stop or 
whole-stop increments)
White Balance: Auto, Daylight, Shade, 
Cloudy, Tungsten, Fluorescent, Flash, 
Custom, Color Temperature
LCD Monitor: 3.2" Approx. 1.04 million 
dots
Interfaces: USB 2.0, NTSC, Mini HDMI
External Microphone: Yes
Manual Audio Level Controls: Yes
Battery Type: LP-E6
Accessory Shoe: Yes
Built-In Flash: No
Lens Mount: EF
Weight: 33.5 oz.
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Superb imaging and fleshed out 
audio control makes the 5D Mark III a 
worthy successor to the camera that 
forever changed the landscape of 
video production.

Mike Wilhelm is Videomaker’s Executive Editor.

SUMMARY

shooting video primarily on a DSLR. 
Videomaker readers will likely purchase 
this camera to shoot stunning video, 
but you’ll also get a world class still 
camera as well. The 5D Mark III really 

shines in low light and 
photographers who are 
used to shooting with 
the 5D Mark II will see a 
drastic noise reduction at 
ISO settings greater than 
6400. With the ability 
to shoot three different 
types of RAW files, get-
ting a clean and well 
exposed image should 
never be a problem.

Cut to the Chase
If you’re already shooting 
on a DSLR with less than 

ideal audio, the 5D Mark III is giving 
you a great reason to upgrade. Addition-
ally, the ability to shoot for 30 minutes 
is a welcome upgrade. Uncompressed 
video output via HDMI is really all 
that's left that we could have asked for 

from the 5D Mark III, and we’re hoping 
that Canon will give it to us in a future 
firmware update. Until then, the Mark III 
is still a safe purchase for veteran DSLR 
shooters. For those of you who have 
been waiting on the sidelines, it’s time 
to put your reservations to rest and take 
a good hard look at shooting video with 
a still camera.

EOS 5D Mark III rear

Canon EOS 5D Mark III

REVIEWS
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b y  M a r k  H o l d e r

MiniBurst 128: $200
MiniBurst 256: $379 

Burst of Lighting

Digital Juice
MiniBurst 128 
and 256 Portable 
LED Lights 

Digital Juice, Inc.
www.digitaljuice.com
 
STRENGTHS
• Light and bright; highly portable
• Variable intensity
• Low power requirements
• Cool to the touch; easy handheld use
• Battery powered
• Filters included
• Car adapter included  
 
WEAKNESSES
• No 5/8-inch stand mount

The MiniBurst 128 and MiniBurst 
256 LED lights from Digital Juice, 

are exciting additions to the world 
of portable video lighting. Complete, 
affordable, and powerful, these lights 
are highly versatile and will be very 
much at home as part of any video 
producer’s lighting arsenal. 

It’s in the Bag
Each light comes in its very own 

deluxe padded bag with detachable 
shoulder strap. Within each bag is the 
light itself, a hot shoe swivel mount, 
12V AC power supply adapter, a dif-
fusion filter and a warming filter. The 
battery charger includes the dock, AC 
power cord and a 12V DC car adapter 
– something we don’t usually see as 
an included item. The included bat-
tery pack is a size-appropriate 7.4V 
Sony NP-F type rechargeable lithium 
ion battery. 

Lighting the Way
Each light is of durable, powder-
coated aluminum construction, with 
a 1/4-inch-20 mounting hole in both 
the top and bottom surfaces. On the 
back of each is the battery mounting 
plate, the power on/off toggle switch 
and the dimmer dial. Intensity may 
be adjusted over a significant range by 
simply rotating the knob. Both sides 
are vented for cooling and the left side 
is home to the AC power supply recep-
tacle. The front of each light contains 
an array of 128 or 256 LED lights, 
depending on the model. The front 
also has a slide-in filter holder for fast, 
easy use of the included filters.

 Both these lights are daylight 
balanced to 5600K and super bright. 

For use with tungsten lights sim-
ply slip in the warming filter and 
white balance your camera. Their 
small size makes them ideal for 
lighting in tight spaces, especially 
car interiors, where typical lighting 
solutions simply aren’t practical. 
Use the long lasting battery pack 
and you’re ready for a road trip – 
without inverters, cables or other 
nuisance items further cramping 
your already cramped quarters. 
These lights require little power and 
run very cool as a result. For added 
awesomeness, Digital Juice carries 
an optional articulating arm with 
suction mount ($80) for mounting a 
light to a windshield or nearly any 
other flat, non-porous surface. If 
you’re a run-and-gun documentary 
style shooter, or do the occasional 
wedding, and it’s not practical to be 
setting up and moving lights and 
cables around, then simply mount 
the battery powered light directly to 
the camera using the hot shoe swivel 
mount and you’re running free. For 
home, office or studio interviews, 
a set of these bright, even, flicker-
free lights does an outstanding job 
of lighting your subject. By vary-
ing the distance and adjusting the 

camera not included
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Digital Juice MiniBurst 128 and 256 
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SUMMARY

For a low-heat, lightweight, 
extremely portable lighting system, 
check out the MiniBurst 128 and 256 
LED video lights from Digital Juice.

Contributing Editor Mark Holder is a video producer and 
trainer.

a long lasting battery pack is a huge 
plus. When your indie film requires a 
lot of setups in a short amount of time 
- you don’t have the luxury of setting 
up, moving around and properly 
wrangling the usual lighting fixtures 
and controls, stands and miles of 
cable. Having a multitude of mounting 
options, including handheld lighting, 
is priceless. A couple of grips, each 
with a cool-to-the-touch LED light in 
hand, make short work of lighting 
setups in a hurry – as we discovered 
on one such shoot. Shooting inside 
close confines, such as closets, pan-
tries or cupboards? These lights are 
small enough to get into the tightest 
of spaces (well, almost) and powerful 
enough to light up the darkest of sets. 
For an informative video about the 
many uses of these lights, go to www.
videomaker.com/r/635. 

      

TECH SPECS

MINIBURST 128 LED
Size (HxWxD): 2.8"x4.8"x1.8"
Weight (Battery Excluded): 6.4oz/181g
            (Battery Included): 9.6oz/272g
Hot Light Equivalent: 100W with low 
power consumption
Operating Voltage: 6-10V DC
Beam Angle: 60 degrees
Color Rendering Index (CRI): >85
Color Temperature: 5600K

intensity, you can dial in the perfect 
combination of key and fill lighting. 
A third MiniBurst, placed above and 
behind the subject, completes the 
traditional three-way lighting setup. 
Your whole light kit now takes up 
a small fraction of the space – and 
weight – of a typical kit and con-
sumes far less power to boot. No 
more hunting down circuit breakers 
because someone decided to use the 
microwave while your lights were 
switched on. And, if light stands are 

in short supply, these low-power-
consumption, cool-running lights 
open up a whole variety of standing, 
propping, leaning and hand-holding 
options without having to worry 
about handling a hot light. Powerful 
lighting and peace of mind? What 
more could a video producer want? 

Considering the many times we’ve 
found ourselves in inadequately lit 
shooting situations it’s very easy to 
appreciate the value of these lights. 
When the availability of power is 
limited or the extension cord falls 
just a little short, being able to pop in 

MINIBURST 256 LED
Size (HxWxD): 2.8"x8.9"x1.8"
Weight (Battery Excluded): 12.8oz/363g
            (Battery Included): 1.4lbs/635g
Hot Light Equivalent: 200W with low 
power consumption
Operating Voltage: 6-10V DC
Beam Angle: 60 degrees
Color Rendering Index (CRI): >85
Color Temperature: 5600K

BOTH THESE LIGHTS ARE 
DAYLIGHT BALANCED TO 
5600K AND SUPER BRIGHT.

®

w w w . a z d e n c o r p . c o m

All you want in a high performance 
wireless microphone, the Azden 105 
Series includes:

• 92 User selectable UHF frequencies

(566.25-589.75MHz)

• Compact receiver with shoe-mount

• Pivoting high gain antenna

• 3.5mm DSLR microphone cable

• Headphone output with volume control

Available system combinations include:

105LT, 105LH, 105LX, 105HT, 105XT

Visit the Azden website for 

system details.

THE AZDEN 
105 DSLR SERIES 

COMPACT,
AFFORDABLE
PERFORMER
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b y  B r i a n  P e t e r s o n

$1,900 Upgrades from: $375-$950
  Adobe Creative Cloud Membership:   
   • annual contract: $50/mo.
   • monthly (no contract): $75/mo.

Faster, Stronger, Better

Adobe Creative 
Suite 6 Production 
Premium Advanced 
Editing Software

Adobe Systems, Inc. 
www.adobe.com
 
STRENGTHS
• Increased speed of key apps, many 
 new tools, improved stability, workflow 
 and collaboration.  
 
WEAKNESSES
• Complicated new purchasing options
• New hardware may be necessary to 
 get the most speed out of the suite.

Creative Suite 6 has been in circula-
tion since early May giving us 

enough time to catch our breath and 
give it a good real-world workout. The 
flagship titles have exciting new tools, 
requested new features, are faster and, 
in the case of Adobe Premiere Pro, 
Photoshop CS6 Extended and Illustra-
tor, sport a whole new look.

Since there is so much to talk about, 
we are going to break up our review 
into two articles that focus primarily 
on Premiere Pro and After Effects. This 
first one will feature our look at Pre-

miere Pro and the associated programs 
that are commonly used in the first 
half of a production workflow includ-
ing Prelude, Adobe Audition, Photo-
shop and Illustrator. Our second article, 
which runs in next month's issue, will 
examine After Effects and touch on 
other programs commonly used in the 
second half of the production cycle 
including SpeedGrade, Flash Profes-
sional, Encore and Media Encoder. 

There are several other impressive 
new products in the suite that are not 
included in the Production Premium 
collection, which we will not review 
here, such as Adobe Muse, Adobe 
Edge, Story Plus and many others that 
are part of the 18+ apps included 
in the Creative Cloud services. They 
are certainly worth checking out at 
Adobe’s website.

A New Way to Pay
Let’s quickly get to the bottom line - is 
the cost of upgrading or purchasing 
CS6 Production Premium worth it? 
Absolutely! But the new subscription 
pricing model is initially a bit confus-
ing. No, you are not being forced into 
shelling out cash every month if you 
don’t want to. You can still buy the 
products on disc individually, as part of 
various collections as you always have 
or you can now pay monthly with, or 

without, an annual agreement as part 
of a Creative Cloud membership. If you 
already own CS4 or above, the Creative 
Cloud membership is discounted for 
the first year costing you only $30 
per month with a one-year contract. 
Without a previous qualifying version it 
is $50 per month for a 12-month con-
tract. The huge benefit of the Creative 
Cloud membership, beyond not having 
to shell out a hunk of cash at one time 
is you get access to all the Master col-
lection programs plus the new Muse, 
a simplified Web creation tool along 
with five Cloud-based services: Story 
Plus, for script writing and scheduling; 
Adobe TypeKit, a web-font library and 
manager; Business Catalyst, a tem-
plate-based website development tool; 
cloud storage; and device and PC sync. 
Your Cloud activation is confirmed 
on a monthly basis so you do need to 
maintain an online connection with 
your editing system.

Premiere Pro
The first thing you notice is the rede-
signed workspace. It's been greatly 
simplified since previous versions but, 
in many ways it is more powerful. 
Adobe wanted to let you concentrate 
on the creative aspects and remove the 
distractions of a complex workspace. Of 
course, you can always revert to a CS5 

Part 1
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SUMMARY

know that you’ll be applying this effect.
If you’ve touched Photoshop any-

time since CS2, you know how power-
ful Adjustment Layers can be and it 
is finally available in Premiere Pro. 
You no longer have to painstakingly 
add the same effects to every clip on 
the same layer or get tricky and nest 
sequences. We created an adjustment 
layer (it is not an effect, you have to 
go to New>Adjustment Layer), placed 
it on the track above the tracks we 
wanted to modify and added several 
effects. It works just like it does in 
Photoshop or After Effects.

CS6 gives you lots of new ways to 
trim edit points. By right-clicking on 
an edit point you have a new option 
panel that includes Ripple Trim In/
Out, Rolling Edit, and Trim In/Out. 
You can also use the numeric keypad 
to assign a set number of frames to 
trim or even dynamically trim by 
selecting the Roll Edit then double 
clicking on the edit point. This 
displays both clips in your program 
monitor allowing you to drag the 
edit point in the timeline or adjust 
directly in the program monitor 
window. These are tools designed to 
speed up the process, but we found 
it took some time to get used to how 
they worked. In short order, we found 
ourselves using them more often. 
Give them a try before you just plow 
through your next edit session doing 
it the “old-fashioned” way.

If you shoot with a DSLR, you know 
all about the rolling shutter problem. 
If you don’t, you will soon. While 
there are several third-party solu-
tions for this problem, we are glad to 
see Adobe take it seriously enough to 
integrate their own. The Rolling Shut-
ter Repair works admirably well in 
CS6. We tested it with a tracking shot 
of a passing car that had background 
buildings looking like they were made 
by a 12th century Italian architect. We 
applied the effect, set the scan direc-
tion to top to bottom, selected Pixel 
Motion rather than Warp under the 
advanced dialogue and presto - our 
leaning Towers of Pisa were no longer 
a tourist attraction!

workspace if you get homesick. Major 
user interface (UI) changes include: 
a larger area dedicated to source and 
program monitors with simplified trans-
port controls that are now user-custom-
izable; a tabbed window in the lower 
left that joins the Project panel with 
Media Browser, Info, Effects, Marker and 
History windows; a centrally located 
toolbar and a nice big audio VU meter 
to the right of the timeline with inde-
pendent solo buttons for the left and 
right channels.

To make way for this sleeker UI, 
some things had to go. The shuttle 
and jog controls are now extinct. 
Adobe says after surveying users, they 
found that the controls simply were 
not being used. There are inexpen-
sive USB controllers that will give this 
back to you if you need them. The 
Resource Central window and CS Live 
button have also vanished. No tears 
shed here.

Cool New Tools
The top new tools include; Warp 
Stabilizer, Adjustment Layers, Dynamic 
Timeline trimming and Rolling Shutter 
Repair. Warp Stabilizer was the first 
new tool we had to check out (not that 
we ever shoot shaky footage). We had a 
nine-second 1920x1080 clip shot with 
a DSLR on a Steadicam that, due to 
strong winds, was less than “steady.” A 
perfect subject for this test. We simply 
dragged the Warp Stabilizer effect onto 
the clip and left all the settings at their 
defaults. Premiere Pro then analyzed 
each frame in a background process 
allowing us to continue working in 
the program. Since every frame was in 
motion, this took a lot of analysis but 
after three minutes and 32 seconds, 
what was a very shaky shot with plenty 
of tilt and roll was a perfectly stabilized 
shot. We applied the effect to other 
stationary shoulder shot clips that 
took far less time but the results were 
equally stunning - rock solid images! 
The only artifacts we found were some 
blurring when the camera was jostled 
faster than the shutter speed could 
keep sharp. A work around would be to 
shoot with faster shutter speeds if you 

Good Stuff Gets Better
There are many smaller, but equally 
welcomed improvements such as: you 
can now instantly switch to a full screen 
mode which Adobe calls, Cinema mode. 
By pressing the Control and Tilde (often 
found below Esc: Ctrl~) keys we were 
viewing a clutter-free full screen image 
on our 24-inch monitor. Multicam is no 
longer limited to just four streams and is 
much easier to use. With our system we 
were able to switch “live” between eight 
HD video streams without a problem. 
This is one area's performance that will 
be very dependant on your system. 
The three-way color corrector is more 
intuitive but the new SpeedGrade will 
more than challenge you if you need 
finer controls (more on this in our next 
article). When creating new sequences 
or adding new dissimilar footage, if the 
clip you import into a sequence has 
different settings you are prompted to 
alter either the clip or sequence settings. 
And one of the most pleasant changes 
- playback, now continues rather than 
stopping when you click outside the 
Premiere program window (like to type 
notes in a word processor when doing 
a review). 

Other improvements include thumb-
nails that automatically play with 
mouse-over, (hover-scrub) improved 
methods to set markers, notes, and 
input metadata. Audio tracks now are 
type-independent ... so no more mono-
only or stereo-only tracks. Just drag and 
drop, both can exist on the same track. 
The Merged Clips feature helps you 
sync your separate timecoded master 
audio source with your DSLR footage. 
And if you’ve got seriously large files to 
edit, you can edit up to 5K files. Sorry, 
but we didn’t have any handy to test.

Performance Gains
What you don’t see is what many will 
appreciate the most. Adobe engineers 
have been able to squeeze even more 
speed out of this already mature edi-
tor. The Mercury Playback Engine got 
some attention and can take better 
advantage of certain GPUs. It now 
also runs on more GPUs such as the 
OpenCL-based AMD GPUs on some 
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coder and begins the process. During 
the ingest process you can also send 
the files, with the same or different 
transcoding settings, to multiple loca-
tions. We found this great for doing 
our backups at the same time.

Once our clips were ingested we 
moved on to the logging tab where Pre-
lude gives you default markers for Sub-
clip, Comment, Flash Cue Point, Web 
Link, Chapter, and Speech Transcrip-
tion. We stacked our clips with all of 
these, easily adding, naming, moving, 
trimming and deleting each type. In 
the List View all the markers show up 
in the Marker List window with their 
associated In/Out points, durations and 
notes. Here you can change marker 
types and nearly all parameters. 
Finally, we clicked on the last tab and 
created a quick rough cut in Prelude, 
saved it and with one click, sent the 
timeline and all associated clips almost 
instantly into Premiere Pro. Easy!

      
TECH SPECS

TEST SYSTEM:
OS: Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit
Motherboard: Tyan S2696
CPU: Dual Intel Xeon Quad-core E5345 
2.33 GHz processors
Overclocking: No
RAM: 32GB DDR2-666
Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285
Video RAID: 8TB SATA RAID 0, 10,000 
RPM

KEY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
PC:
• Intel Core2 Duo or AMD Phenom II pro-
cessor; 64-bit support required 
• Windows 7 with Service Pack 1 (64 bit) 
• 4GB of RAM (8GB recommended) 
• 10.5GB of available hard-disk space for 
installation; additional free space required 
during installation (cannot install on 
removable flash storage devices) 

• Additional disk space required for 
preview files and other working files 
(10GB recommended) 
• 1280x900 display 
• OpenGL 2.0–capable system 
• 7200 RPM hard drive (multiple fast disk 
drives, preferably RAID 0 configured) 
• Sound card compatible with ASIO proto-
col or Microsoft Windows Driver Model 
• DVD-ROM drive compatible with 
dual-layer DVDs (DVD+/-R burner; Blu-ray 
burner) 
• QuickTime 7.6.6 software required for 
QuickTime features 
• Optional: Adobe-certified GPU card for 
GPU-accelerated performance

Mac OS:
• Multicore Intel processor with 64-bit 
support 
• Mac OS X v10.6.8 or v10.7 
• 4GB of RAM (8GB recommended) 

• 10.5GB of available hard-disk space 
for installation; additional free space 
required during installation (cannot install 
on a volume that uses a case-sensitive 
file system or on removable flash storage 
devices) 
• Additional disk space required for 
preview files and other working files 
(10GB recommended) 
• 1280x900 display 
• 7200 RPM hard drive (multiple fast 
disk drives, preferably RAID 0 configured) 
• OpenGL 2.0–capable system 
• DVD-ROM drive compatible with 
dual-layer DVDs (SuperDrive for burning 
DVDs; Blu-ray burner for creating Blu-ray 
Disc media) 
• QuickTime 7.6.6 
• Optional: Adobe-certified GPU card for 
GPU-accelerated performance

way beyond where the now defunct 
OnLocation left off. Prelude gives you 
the ability to import full or partial 
clips, add metadata, trim, add search-
able markers and comments, create 
rough-cuts and send to Premiere Pro 
as a timeline or even export as a proj-
ect with all media to any other location 
including an FTP server. 

After a test shoot with a DSLR, we 
popped our CF card into a reader and 
opened Prelude. We clicked on the In-
gest tab, selected our card reader and 
it quickly populated the window with 
thumbnails of our shots. But unlike 
normal thumbnails, we could scrub 
each clip and, most importantly, 
could place in and out points to ingest 
just the part we wanted. This is po-
tentially a huge hard disk space saver. 
To save partial clips you do need to 
transcode the file, but there are plenty 
of high quality options. Transcoding 
automatically opens Adobe Media En-

MacBook Pro systems and NVIDIA 
Maximus Dual GPUs. If you are one of 
the few that have a 64-bit version of 
Windows XP, it will not take advantage 
of some of the GPU-accelerated effects 
and 3D tools. Global Performance 
Cache is another speed innovation that 
speeds up the editing workflow, giving 
particularly big gains to After Effects 
previews. Adobe claims Dynamic Link 
is now faster and more stable. However, 
during our tests, we found the dynamic 
link between Premiere Pro and the 
creation of a new After Effects project 
to be a half-second faster in CS5 than 
in CS6. It was, however, perfectly stable 
for all of our tests. Dynamic Link will 
also now link to programs that were 
purchased outside of a collection. 

Prelude 
Prelude is Adobe’s new ingest and log-
ging application. With the exception of 
direct-to-disc recording, it goes a long 
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Audition 
If you do much work syncing audio 
to video and labor over getting your 
audio to match a given length, the 
new Automatic Speech Alignment 
and real-time clip stretching tools are 
practically worth the upgrade alone. 
Now you can also control your mixing 
sessions with more types of hardware 
mixers with Audition’s expanded set 
of compatible protocols. 

We had just finished shooting a car 
commercial in which the lot was too 
noisy to use the talent’s voice over. 
So we recorded the script later in the 
studio and were excited to use the new 
Automatic Speech Alignment tool in a 
real-world application. We loaded both 
clips into Audition’s multitrack panel, 
trimmed off the excess and aligned 
the start points. One clip was nine-
seconds long and the other was nearly 
10 with lots of differences in inter-clip 
timing - a real Godzilla scenario. Once 
we selected both clips we opened the 
Automatic Speech Alignment dialogue, 
we had options to choose the reference 
clip, the reference channel and the un-
aligned clip and channel. You can also 
select from alignment methods that 
include a balance between aligning and 
stretching, the tightest alignment or the 
smoothest stretching. We selected the 
balanced approach and got a perfect 
match on our first attempt. No odd 
stretching of vowels or strange cadenc-
es. This may not work in every scenario 
but it saved our skins on this job.

The real-time clip stretching does 
just what it claims - within reason. We 
took four of our car commercial clips 
recorded in the studio at 48kHz/24 bit 
and brought them into the multitrack 
panel. We did a rough edit to get it 
down to about 35 seconds, five sec-
onds more than our required finished 
length of 30 seconds. We then selected 
all of the clips and enabled Global 
Clip Stretching. We easily were able to 
shrink the length down to 30-seconds 
without any audible artifacting. In 
fact we kept pushing it to see where 
the audio quality started to suffer. 
We were able to reduce the length to 

77 percent of the original before we 
heard any anomalies. You can push 
this even further if you choose to 
move out of the real-time stretching 
and decide to render.

Oh, and if you’re wondering where 
Sound Booth went, it is now a collec-
tor’s item as well.

Photoshop Extended & 
Illustrator
No matter how much time you spend 
editing video and audio, there always 
seems to be a need to dive into Pho-
toshop to tweak a still or graphic here 
and there. Adobe gave the UI a facelift 
to make it look more like the rest of the 
suite applications with a neutral grey 
color and simplified default workspace. 
There are a few interesting new tools 
such as the new content-aware move 
and extend that allow you to enclose 
an object with a very rough selection 
and simply drag the whole object, or 
parts of it, and Photoshop will fill in 
the hole and do its best to integrate the 
object to its new location. The results 
of our tests were highly variable since 
many backgrounds that we needed to 
move objects over were too complex or 
varied for Photoshop to do a good job. 
On simple backgrounds this could save 
you time. We were able to convinc-
ingly de-fish some stills we took with a 
12mm wide angle lens using the intui-
tive Adaptive Wide Angle filter. There 
are also several new painting tools and 
brushes but the majority of changes 
in Photoshop come in the form of 
minor to moderate improvements in 
current tools and capabilities. There 
are better image selections with Truer 
Edge technology, 3D editing is getting 
more attention, and we confirmed that 
a few key processor-intensive tools like 
Liquify, Transform, Crop and Lighting 
Effects (now 64-bit) are much more re-
sponsive, partially due to accessing the 
Mercury Graphics Engine. There have 
been refinements to the basic video 
timeline editor within Photoshop, but it 
remains largely a tool for those without 
access to full-featured editors.

Illustrator, an often overlooked 

Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium

REVIEWS

vector-based tool for video produc-
tion, got a complete redesign in CS6. 
It is now native 64-bit and takes 
advantage of the Mercury engine 
for GPU accelerated performance. It 
has a new UI and several new tools 
and capabilities such as applying a 
gradient to a stroke and a new tracing 
engine for creating paths from raster 
images. With a few new vector draw-
ing enhancements in Photoshop, 
Illustrator may remain a stepchild for 
many video editors, but remember 
that vector graphics open up a whole 
new world of creativity and quality 
when working in After Effects.

Conclusion
All of the programs in the CS6 Produc-
tion Premium now feel like a truly 
unified suite of tools. Menus and 
operations are now so similar be-
tween each application you almost 
feel as though you are working in just 
one versatile program. Most applica-
tions are faster, more stable and are 
peppered with useful new tools that 
indicate to us that Adobe has been 
listening to users. 

CS6 Production Premium is a com-
plete and capable set of tools that will 
allow any content creator to achieve 
their vision with speed and their san-
ity intact. While certainly not the least 
thing to consider when upgrading, we 
did not experience one system crash, 
driver conflict or hiccup of any kind 
when installing and using CS6 - a first 
when testing such a large array of new 
and powerful tools.

 

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15509 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15509

CS6 Production Premium is a major 
upgrade with enough new features 
and improvements to make it a must-
have tool for any video professional 
or serious amateur.

Brian Peterson is a video production consultant, trainer, 
and lecturer.
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b y  S t e v e  T a y l o r

$995 - Adobe After Effects only

The Complete Package

Boris FX 
Continuum 
Complete 8 AE
Post-Production 
Software 

Boris FX
www.borisfx.com
 
STRENGTHS
• Broad set of useful tools for a variety 
 of needs
• Includes effects and filters that provide 
 tools that normally cost much more 
• GPU acceleration on a wide variety of 
 graphics cards
• 14-day trial available  
 

WEAKNESSES
• Many effects and filters are not usable  
 in a wide variety of situations
• Some effects may look dated
• Price might be out of reach for  
 hobbyists or budget-minded users

If you’ve been around post-produc-
tion for any length of time, you will 

have noticed certain video plug-in 
manufacturers have not only survived 
but flourished in the competitive 
world of third-party providers. Boris 
FX has not been one to sit on its lau-
rels. With its long history of creating 
plug-ins for all major video software 

companies, you would expect a level 
of maturity and broad capability in 
its products. Continuum Complete 8 
from Boris FX is no exception. Boris 
Continuum is a broad set of video 
effects and filters for various video ed-
iting applications, providing the user 
with tools for image manipulation, 
effect generation, and keying. 

Building on their strengths in areas 
such as 3D tools, particle emitters, and 
transition tools, Continuum Com-
plete 8 offers more capabilities to add 
production value to your project. This 
filter set is available as a plug-in for 
many software products by Adobe, 
Apple, Avid and the like. This review 
covers the Adobe After Effects version 
but most if not all the new filters are 
present for all platforms.

In addition to the effects and filters 
included in this broad and capable 
package throughout the years, Boris FX 
has included new tools that put even 
more capabilities at your fingertips. 
Let’s go through a few of the them.

Videoscope
In many ways, the digital editing revo-
lution has lead to a major shift in tools 
to ensure quality throughout the video 
post-production process. One tool that 
seems to have been left by the side of 

the road is the vectorscope/waveform 
monitor. Boris FX has picked up on 
this and included the ability to see 
your composition’s color and bright-
ness levels. Not only does this give 
you confirmation if your overall image 
or a particular layer is over-exposed 
or not, but you can use this tool to 
ensure that your image is utilizing the 
full range of exposure values available, 
which gives you optimum contrast.

Film Glow
In the old days, shooters would use 
lens filters or even stockings to add 
certain softness to the image. This of 
course commits that effect perma-
nently to your final image. With the 
advent of digital imaging control in 
editing, we can now add and tweak 
image effects as needed. The film 
glow filter gives you a nice way to 
bloom out those highlights, providing 
a soft filmic effect for your footage. 
Careful application can allow this fil-
ter to work well on graphics when you 
want to add an organic glow.

Flicker Fixer 
There have been times when we've 
have to edit with footage shot un-
der flickering light sources or when 
the exposure values jump, and it’s 
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Boris FX Continuum Complete 8 AE

REVIEWS

SUMMARY

For those in need of a broad toolset 
that provides a nearly complete set 
of effects and filters, take a good 
look at Boris Continuum Complete 
8. With more than 200 effects, you’ll 
surely find yourself with no shortage 
of ways to raise the production value 
of your projects.

Steve Taylor is Senior Creative Director at Digital 
Spatula, a Los Angeles based production/post boutique 
specializing in motion graphics.

in post is good. Lens flares 
also add a nice organic 
touch and can imply mo-
tion and depth in your 
footage.

Stage Lights
One holy grail of com-
puter-generated lights 
has been the idea of 
volumetric lighting. In 
the real world, lights can 
have volume, especially 
when shining through fog 
or smoke. The new Stage 
Light filter provides a nice 
way to add volumetric 
lighting to your scene. You 

can even add a smoke texture to help 
the lights create more atmosphere 
as they shine on your composed ele-
ments.

Particle Emitter 3D
When designing and animating your 
motion graphics compositions, adding 
particles can give your project a whole 
new look. With this new effect, those 
particles can now interact in 3D space 
with your camera’s movement. Before 
Continuum Complete 8, you had to 
buy a dedicated plug-in to add this 
kind of high production value to your 
project.

Organic Strands
Sometimes we want to add organic 
elements to our animation to provide 
movement and depth. This filter lets 
you generate a wide variety of strand-
like objects. Like other new filters in 
Continuum Complete 8, the generated 
elements integrate wonderfully with 

      SUPPORTED HOST APPLICATIONS:
Macintosh OSX 10.5 and higher: Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro CS4, CS5, 
and CS5.5 
Windows 7 32/64, Vista 32/64, XP 32/64: Adobe After Effects and Premiere Pro 
CS4, CS5, and CS5.5

Effect controls  

extremely frustrating to find ways to 
fix this problem. This filter could have 
saved that footage and given us more 
material to work with. The flicker 
fixer opens up more footage and saves 
the production of that footage - two 
valuable reasons to consider using 
Continuum Complete 8. 

Lens Flare 3D
Lens flare capabilities in filters have 
been around for many years. But 
recently a few filter manufacturers 
have added 3D capabilities to the lens 
flare effect. Boris FX has included 
this advanced flare tool in Continuum 
Complete 8. 
 The flares interact beautifully 
with the After Effects camera and the 
custom controls give you the ability 
to customize the exact look for your 
project. Oftentimes, matte boxes and 
other equipment are used on set to 
eliminate lens flares; now that the ef-
fect is desired, having control of them 

the 3D imagery and the lighting of 
your composition.

Wild Cards
This plug-in allows you to create beau-
tiful 3D layouts of two images, provid-
ing some nice depth to your composi-
tion. This tool is great for transitions 
or cutting your image into a matrix of 
smaller boxes.

 As you can see, many of these new 
tools are similar to high priced special-
ized plug-ins from various manufactur-
ers. By including these capabilities in 
one package, Boris FX has given you 
a broad set of high-end tools without 
the cost of buying expensive individual 
plug-ins from other companies. I espe-
cially appreciate the integration most 
of these filters have with the After Ef-
fects 3D camera and lighting, providing 
us with tools that add immense depth 
and complexity. In addition, expanded 
GPU integration means faster render-
ing and higher quality output for those 
with the right hardware.

When you add these new filters 
to the already expansive list of great 
tools included in the package, we 
find the price-to-value proposition is 
extremely positive. You would have to 
spend thousands of dollars on indi-
vidual plug-ins to duplicate the capa-
bilities included in this wide-ranging 
set of tools.

TECH SPECS
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$900

Getting 
Connected 
With Wi-Fi

JVC Everio GZ-GX1 
Camcorder

JVC
www.jvc.com 
 
STRENGTHS
• Full HD 60p recording
• Wi-Fi features add to functionality
• Large 3.5" LCD screen
• Filter thread on lens  
 

WEAKNESSES
• No manual control dial or lens ring
• Awkward menu system

Long known for putting out quality 
camcorders, JVC strikes another 

home run with their Everio GZ-GX1. 
Blessed with more than enough pixels 
to produce stunning, full HD images, 
the GZ-GX1 does exactly that and 
brings some very cool Wi-Fi features 
to the table as well.

Form
The GZ-GX1 sports a traditional 
camcorder design, is well balanced, 
fits the hand nicely and is well suited 
for handheld use. Out front is a JVC 

f/1.2 aperture HD lens, with auto-
matic shutter and video light. A filter 
thread allows the use of lens convert-
ers if desired. Inside is a 1/2.3-inch, 
10-megapixel CMOS sensor; more 
than sufficient to produce beautiful, 
full HD, 1080, 60p imagery.

The flip-out LCD touch screen 
measures a healthy 3.5-inches which 
is great for viewing (fortunately, since 
there is no viewfinder) and playback. 
Controls are accessed via a somewhat 
awkward menu system. There are 
no external manual controls and the 
camcorder is sadly lacking any sort of 
control dial or lens ring. Unfortunate-
ly, these are the sorts of compromises 
that must be made either for cost, 
space, or design reasons.

Opening the screen reveals the USB, 
HDMI, A/V, headphone and external 
microphone ports. The rear of the 
camcorder houses the battery and the 
video record button. Topside are the 
Zoom/Playback Volume toggle, Snap-
shot button, Optical Image Stabilizer 
button and accessory shoe. On the 
right side is a flip-out cover hiding 
the AC charger port. Underneath are 
the tripod mount, battery release, and 
covered SD card slot. Unfortunately, 
this means that the camcorder must 

be removed from a tripod to swap out 
cards. On the other hand, pop in a 
high capacity SDXC card (up to 64GB) 
and card swapping should be unnec-
essary for quite a while.

All About Connections
Of course, the primary source of 
coolness in this camcorder is its Wi-Fi 
capability. Using Wi-Fi, the GZ-GX1 
adds several nifty little tricks to an 
operator's repertoire beyond simple 
sharing. With a free app that is avail-
able for iPhones and Android phones, 
a direct connection may be made 
between the GZ-GX1 and your smart-
phone to allow real-time monitoring 
and control from a distance.

Buttons and ports under the LCD screen
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JVC Everio GZ-GX1

REVIEWS

SUMMARY

Pixels, price and Wi-Fi functionality 
make the JVC Everio GZ-GX1 a seri-
ous contender in today’s consumer 
camcorder marketplace.

Contributing Editor Mark Holder is a video producer and 
trainer.

record and pause video. We even used 
it successfully as a second camera at 
a performance shoot and was able to 
control it from across the room.

If you happen to be several states, 
or even several continents away, you 
can stay connected and see what’s go-
ing on via the Internet using an access 
point. Now, how cool is that?

Another awesome Wi-Fi option is 
Home Detection Monitoring. A still 
photo is taken automatically and 
emailed to your computer or phone 
anytime someone enters the camera’s 
detection area. What a great way to 
spy…er, feel safe, about your house-
hold while you’re away.

If you like keeping in touch with 

      
TECH SPECS

Image Pickup Device: 1/2.3" 
10,620,000 pixels (BSI CMOS)
Lens: JVC HD GT Lens; F1.2 - 2.8; 
f=3.76mm to 37.6mm
Illumination: 1 lux (Scene Select: 
NightAlive); 2 lux (Gain Up: Auto  
Slow-Shutter); 10 lux (Gain Up: On)
Zoom (during video recording): 
Optical up to 10x; Dynamic up to 15x; 
Digital up to 200x
Zoom (during stills): Optical up to 10x
LCD Monitor: 3.5"; 920,000 pixels; 
polysilicon color LCD; touch panel 
Recording Media: Class 4 or higher 
media card for video recording - SD up 
to 2GB; SDHC up to 32 GB; SDXC card 
up to 64GB
Internal Storage: none
Wi-Fi Function: Yes (IEEE 802.11b/g/n)
Recording/Playback Format: AVCHD 
Progressive; Video: MPEG-4 AVC/H.264; 

For example, with your smart-
phone, the GZ-GX1 could be used to 
make sure that the baby sleeping in 
the adjacent room is okay. With the 
camera in video record mode, flip the 
LCD open and press the Menu button. 
Options appear for Effect Recording, 
Smile and Wi-Fi.

 Wi-Fi options include Wi-Fi Set-
ting, Video Mail and Direct Monitor-
ing. With Direct Monitoring enabled 
and the correct Wi-Fi settings selected 
on your phone, open the Everio sync 
app on your smartphone. The two 
devices will connect and your phone 
becomes a remote monitor. Your 
phone's screen isn't likely to be bigger, 
but you’ll be able to zoom, snap stills, 

Audio: Dolby Digital 2 ch
Image Quality: 60p; 1920x1080; 28 
Mb/s maximum
Sound Quality: 48 kHz, 256 kb/s
Continuous Still Recording: Yes
High-Speed Video Recording: Yes
Time-Lapse Recording: Yes
Animation Effects: Yes
Still Image: JPEG standard
Bundled PC Software: Everio  
MediaBrowser 4 BE on CD-ROM
Connectors: HDMI Mini output  
connector, Mini USB, AV, headphones, 
microphone
Dimensions (approx.): 2.3"x2.5"x5.2"
Weight: .8lbs (camera only); .9lbs 
(including supplied battery pack)
Accessories Included: AC adapter,  
battery pack, remote control

video email, this camera allows you to 
record and email a 15-second clip to 
as many as eight registered addresses 
simultaneously.

While directly linked to a smart-
phone, the phone’s GPS function can 
be used to geotag your videos and 
still images. In other words, location 
information is embedded into the im-
age’s metadata. When played back on 
a computer using the included Everio 
MediaBrowser software, the data syn-
chronizes with Google Earth, giving a 
visual reminder of where the events 
took place.

Also, using a direct link, images 
recorded with the GZ-GX1 can be 
transferred to a smartphone and then 
uploaded to sharing sites such as You-
Tube or Facebook.

Parting Thoughts
In addition to some pretty cool Wi-
Fi functions, the GZ-GX1 captures 
beautiful images with excellent color 
reproduction and contrast. Packing 
plenty of pixels to produce pretty 
awesome HD footage, Wi-Fi connec-
tivity and a reasonable price to boot, 
the JVC Everio GZ-GX1 is certainly 
worth a serious look-see.
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High Value to High Performance Video

Fast and furious editing software can come in many 
different packages and download sizes, but finding one 
that feels right, is well - like buying a car.

Editing Software Buyer’s Guide

Adobe Systems Incorporated
www.adobe.com

ArcSoft 
www.arcsoft.com
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High Value to High Performance Video

BY MARK JENSEN

Editing Software Buyer’s Guide

Picture if you will, the well-known thorough-
bred sports car, the Porsche 911 Carrera, a new 

one will cost you roughly $82,000. Then pic-
ture alongside the Porsche, another well-known 
vehicle, a new Honda Civic DX, which will cost 
about $16,000. If you can overlook the $66,000 
price difference, there’s a great deal of common-
ality between these two vehicles, yet, aside from 
this article, you’re unlikely to see the two cars 
compared side by side ever again.  

The obvious questions are: Why the $66,000 
price difference between vehicles, and, what does 
either of these vehicles have to do with video edit-
ing software? Allow us to answer both questions 
in terms of vehicles and video editing.

Both vehicles will get you from point A to point 
B in the same amount of time (providing you drive 
the speed limit) and both share numerous similar-
ities with combustion engines, rubber pneumatic 
tires and so on. That said, hit the throttle on each 
of these vehicles, as they start side by side, and 
the rationale for the vast price difference becomes 
immediately discernible. Don’t get us wrong. We 
love Hondas (some of us drive them). But, we 
appreciate what a Porsche is and what it can do 
compared to almost every other car on the road.  

Now, did you really think that video editing and 
editing software were any different than this car 
analogy? Well, they’re not. Video editing and the 
software that makes video go from the camera – 
point A, to the fi nal cut – point B, are every bit the 
ubiquitous sedan vs. the elite sports car analogy in 
terms of video and fi lm.  

Not everyone needs a sports car that costs as 
much as some houses, and similarly, not everyone 
needs an editing suite that costs 10 times more 
than its consumer version. The idea with editing 
and editing software is to fi rst learn how to drive 
and then as the stakes get higher, and you “go 
pro” so to speak, to make sure you have the vehi-
cle that will get you across the fi nish line – engine 
humming, or, engine screaming – if you choose. 
Whether you’re a beginning editor, or among the 
very best and most experienced video pro, there 

Autodesk
www.autodesk.com

Sony Creative Software
www.sonycreativesoftware.com
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High Value to High Performance Video
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Adobe Systems Incorporated
www.adobe.com

Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 $800 $800 yes Microsoft Windows 7 with Service Pack 1 (64 bit)/Mac OS X v10.6.8 
or v10.7

 Adobe Premiere  
Elements 10

$100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows XP with Service Pack 2/Mac OS X v10.5.8

Apple Inc. 
www.apple.com

Final Cut Pro X NA $300 no Mac OS X v10.6.8 or OS X v10.7.4

 iMovie NA $15 yes Mac OS X 10.7.4 or later

ArcSoft
www.arcsoft.com

ShowBiz 5 NA $80 yes Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or SP3), Windows Vista x86/x64, Windows 
7 x86/x64

Avid Technology
www.avid.com

Avid Studio $130 $130 no Microsoft Windows 7 32/64-bit, Windows Vista 32/64-bit (SP2)

 Pinnacle Creative Pack 
Volume 2

$80 $80 no Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista (SP2),Windows XP (SP3)

BORIS FX
www.borisfx.com

Media 100 Suite $995 $995 yes Mac OS X 10.6.7

Cinegy LLC
www.cinegy.com

Cinegy Workflow NA NA no Microsoft Windows XP 32bit SP3

 Cinegy Desktop Express NA NA no Microsoft Windows XP 32bit SP3

Corel Corporation
www.corel.com

VideoStudio Pro X5 
Ultimate

$90 $90 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista or Windows XP with latest service 
packs installed (32/64-bit)

VideoStudio Pro X5 $70 $70 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista or Windows XP with latest service 
packs installed

Corel Corporation
www.roxio.com

Roxio Creator NXT Pro NA $130 no Microsoft Windows 8, Professional (32/64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 Home 
Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32/64-bit), Windows Vista SP2 
(32/64-bit), Windows XP SP3 (32-bit).

Roxio Creator NXT $100 $100 no Microsoft Windows 8, Professional (32/64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 Home 
Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32/64-bit), Windows Vista SP2 
(32/64-bit), Windows XP SP3 (32-bit)

CyberLink Corp
www.cyberlink.com

PowerDirector 10 $100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP (Windows XP Service Pack 2 is 
required for HDV capture)

 PhotoDirector 3 $100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Vista and XP 32bit SP3 (Windows XP Service 
Pack 3 is required)

DeskShare Incorporated
www.deskshare.com

Auto Movie Creator $50 $40 yes Microsoft Windows 7 / Vista / XP / 2000

Honestech, Inc.
www.honestech.com

honestech VHS to DVD 5.0 
Deluxe

$80 NA Yes Microsoft Windows 7 / Vista / XP (SP 2/3)

Kdenlive
www.kdenlive.org

Kdenlive NA Open Free 
Source

Yes (Standard - software 
only - version)

32-bit or 64-bit computers with a AMD64 or Intel mono/dual core 
systems.

MAGIX
www.magix.com

MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 18 
MX Premium

$130 $130 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

 MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 18 
MX Plus

$100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

 MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 
18 MX

$70 $70 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

Mediachance
www.mediachance.com

Edit STUDIO 6 $89 $89 yes Microsoft  Windows 7, Vista or XP (32-bit or 64-bit editions)
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are already great features for the cost of a spare 
tire, but if you’re looking for a couple more 
advanced features, Nero 11 Platinum, $130, adds 
playback for Blu-rays and is a disc ripper, allow-
ing you to get fi les from DVDs.

CyberLink’s PowerDirector 10 ($82) is another 
great choice in the simple-meets-powerful, 
video editing arena. In addition to the standard 
tracks, transitions and titles, it boasts access to 
more than 270,000 free effects downloads – talk 
about unleashing creativity.

Corel VideoStudio Pro X5 ($80), Roxio Creator 
2012 Pro ($130) and MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 
18 MX Premium ($130), offer features more 
commonly associated with their pricier profes-
sional cousins, like particle generator effects (for 
snow, rain and fog, for example), multi-camera 
editing for professional Hollywood-style cutting 
from multiple video sources, tilt-shift, image 
stabilization, stop-motion animation, keyfram-
ing control, color correction and the list goes on 
(and on).

This year’s crop of entry and mid-level video 
editing software has never been so capable. 
Think of these editing programs as entry to 
mid-level vehicles, with so many options and ex-
tras, you may wonder why anyone would want 
the ultra-expensive Porsche Carrera in the fi rst 
place.  

Intermediate Level Editing
What exactly is considered intermediate level 
software? This may be best answered by clas-
sifying “intermediate” as being feature-packed 
(like the aforementioned entry and mid-level 
editors), but, in addition to their features, may 
actually have more to do with their pro-like UI 
and the availability of their pro-version upgrade.

In the case of Sony’s Vegas Movie Studio Plati-

is surely an editing vehicle that will suit your 
current and future editing software needs. 

Consider this article as Videomaker’s “dealer 
catalog” for video editing software. Here we’ll 
list the pricing for physical purchase if possible, 
along with features and options for your editing 
software vehicles. 

Entry Level Editing
Don’t let the entry-level or mid-level labels fool 
you. Both entry and mid-level options for video 
editing software are, now more than ever, relative 
terms. Today’s consumer video editing software 
is capable of easily producing professional-look-
ing results for little or no expense.

Simple timelines, preview panes and source 
media panels are easily navigated due to an of-
ten intuitive user interface (UI). As easily as you 
can select, drag, and drop a video fi le, type titles 
or click the “make movie” button, you can have 
edited videos with almost no learning curve.  

The feature list of these entry-level and mid-
level video editors is long and impressive. HD, 
3D, picture-in-picture overlays, cinematic transi-
tions with visual effects and titles, are only some 
of the features you’ll fi nd in these capable video 
editing programs.  

ArcSoft and Serif offer an array of affordable, 
easy-to-use, yet feature-packed video editors. 
ArcSoft MediaImpression 3 HD ($80) and Serif 
MoviePlus X6 ($80) both make light work of 
video editing with professional-looking results. 
MoviePlus X6 also includes one-stop editing and 
disc authoring, while ArcSoft also offers ShowBiz 
5 ($80) with expanded video editing tools and 
disc authoring as well.

If you’re willing to spend $100 on video edit-
ing software, Nero Video 11 can fi t your need - it 
has multiple tracks and keyframe control. These 
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Adobe Systems Incorporated
www.adobe.com

Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 $800 $800 yes Microsoft Windows 7 with Service Pack 1 (64 bit)/Mac OS X v10.6.8 
or v10.7

 Adobe Premiere 
Elements 10

$100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows XP with Service Pack 2/Mac OS X v10.5.8

Apple Inc. 
www.apple.com

Final Cut Pro X NA $300 no Mac OS X v10.6.8 or OS X v10.7.4

 iMovie NA $15 yes Mac OS X 10.7.4 or later

ArcSoft
www.arcsoft.com

ShowBiz 5 NA $80 yes Microsoft Windows XP (SP2 or SP3), Windows Vista x86/x64, Windows 
7 x86/x64

Avid Technology
www.avid.com

Avid Studio $130 $130 no Microsoft Windows 7 32/64-bit, Windows Vista 32/64-bit (SP2)

 Pinnacle Creative Pack 
Volume 2

$80 $80 no Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista (SP2),Windows XP (SP3)

BORIS FX
www.borisfx.com

Media 100 Suite $995 $995 yes Mac OS X 10.6.7

Cinegy LLC
www.cinegy.com

Cinegy Workflow NA NA no Microsoft Windows XP 32bit SP3

 Cinegy Desktop Express NA NA no Microsoft Windows XP 32bit SP3

Corel Corporation
www.corel.com

VideoStudio Pro X5 
Ultimate

$90 $90 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista or Windows XP with latest service 
packs installed (32/64-bit)

VideoStudio Pro X5 $70 $70 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Windows Vista or Windows XP with latest service 
packs installed

Corel Corporation
www.roxio.com

Roxio Creator NXT Pro NA $130 no Microsoft Windows 8, Professional (32/64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 Home 
Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32/64-bit), Windows Vista SP2 
(32/64-bit), Windows XP SP3 (32-bit).

Roxio Creator NXT $100 $100 no Microsoft Windows 8, Professional (32/64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 Home 
Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32/64-bit), Windows Vista SP2 
(32/64-bit), Windows XP SP3 (32-bit)

CyberLink Corp
www.cyberlink.com

PowerDirector 10 $100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP (Windows XP Service Pack 2 is 
required for HDV capture)

 PhotoDirector 3 $100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Vista and XP 32bit SP3 (Windows XP Service 
Pack 3 is required)

DeskShare Incorporated
www.deskshare.com

Auto Movie Creator $50 $40 yes Microsoft Windows 7 / Vista / XP / 2000

Honestech, Inc.
www.honestech.com

honestech VHS to DVD 5.0 
Deluxe

$80 NA Yes Microsoft Windows 7 / Vista / XP (SP 2/3)

Kdenlive
www.kdenlive.org

Kdenlive NA Open Free 
Source

Yes (Standard - software 
only - version)

32-bit or 64-bit computers with a AMD64 or Intel mono/dual core 
systems.

MAGIX
www.magix.com

MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 18 
MX Premium

$130 $130 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

 MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 18 
MX Plus

$100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

 MAGIX Movie Edit Pro 
18 MX

$70 $70 yes Microsoft Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit)/Microsoft Windows Vista (32-bit and 
64-bit)/Microsoft Windows XP (32-bit)

Mediachance
www.mediachance.com

Edit STUDIO 6 $89 $89 yes Microsoft  Windows 7, Vista or XP (32-bit or 64-bit editions)

Mobile Editing for Tablets

The original Apple iMovie was the first-ever video editing app to reach to the popular iPad tablet. The lat-
est update, iMovie ‘11, while adding useful features like audio trimming, doesn’t quite elevate iMovie ‘11 from 
novelty status.  Read our review of Apple’s iMovie ‘11 online: www.videomaker.com/article/15476/

Avid Studio for the iPad goes just beyond basics to allow for slightly more complex editing. Photo on 
video, more versatility with titles, and simple but solid transition effects give Avid the title of best video editor 
on the iPad – for now.  Read our review of Avid’s Studio for iPad online:  www.videomaker.com/article/15502/

Both are available for $5 in the iTunes App Store. 

Android tablets do have some video editing options available V-Cut Express and VidTrim Pro – Video Edi-
tor but compared to current video editing apps for the iPad, they are notably more basic, lacking both the polish 
and the features.
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High Value to High Performance Video

Movavi
www.movavi.com

Movavi Video Editor $60 $60 yes Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 with up-to-date patches/service 
packs installed

Nero Inc.
www.nero.com

Nero 11 Platinum $130 $110 yes Microsoft Windows XP SP3 (32-bit), Windows Vista SP1 or later (32 and 
64-bit), Windows 7 Home Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32 and 64-bit)

 Nero 11 $100 $80 yes Microsoft Windows XP SP3 (32bit), Windows Vista SP1 or later (32 
and 64bit), Windows 7 Home Premium, Professional or Ultimate (32 
and 64bit)

Online Media Technologies Ltd.
www.avs4you.com

AVS Video Editor free free yes Microsoft Windows 7, XP, 2003, Vista

OpenShot Video Editor
www.openshotvideo.org

OpenShot Video Editor 
Version 1.4.2

Open 
Source

Open 
Source

Open Source Fedora 11 or Ubuntu 8.04, 32 or 64-bit

Pegasys, Inc.
www.tmpgenc.pegasys-inc.com

TMPGEnc MovieStyle $40 $40 yes Microsoft Windows 7, Vista, XP

Pinnacle Systems
www.pinnaclesys.com

Pinnacle Studio 16 $60 $60 yes Microsoft Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista (SP2)

Pinnacle Studio 16 Plus $100 $100 yes Microsoft Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista (SP2)

Pinnacle Studio 16 Ultimate $130 $130 yes Microsoft Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista (SP2)

Pinnacle Studio for iPad NA $5 no iPad 2 or newer, iOS 5

Serif (Europe) Ltd.
www.serif.com

MoviePlus X6 $80 $80 no Microsoft Windows 7, Vista or XP (32 bit) 

Sony Creative Software
www.sonycreativesoftware.com

Imagination Studio 4 $180 $175 no Microsoft Windows Vista (Service Pack 2) or Windows 7 32-bit bit or 
64-bit

 Movie Studio Platinum 
12 Suite

$130 $125 yes Microsoft Windows Vista (Service Pack 2) or Windows 7 32-bit bit or 
64-bit

 Movie Studio Platinum 12 $100 $95 yes Microsoft Windows Vista (Service Pack 2) or Windows 7 32-bit bit or 
64-bit

 Movie Studio HD 11 $50 $45 yes Microsoft Windows XP SP3/Vista SP2/7

 Vegas Pro 11 $680 $600 yes Microsoft Windows Vista 32-bit or 64-bit SP2 or Windows 7 32-bit or 
64-bit

TechSmith Corporation
www.techsmith.com

Camtasia Studio $300 $300 yes Microsoft Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista, or Windows 7/ Mac computer 
with an Intel processor

Wondershare 
www.wondershare.com

Video Editor 3 NA $50 yes Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Mac OS X 10.5, 10.6 or 
10.7(Lion) Co
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solid state hard drives.   
Advanced editing programs begin at $300, 

thanks to Apple Final Cut Pro X. Sony Vegas Pro 
11 offers its professional editing software start-
ing at $600, while Grass Valley Edius 6.5 ($700), 
Adobe Premiere Pro CS6 ($800), and Avid Media 
Composer 6 ($2,500) step up the cost.

Beyond these high-performance NLEs, there 
are also the one-stop production solutions. Me-
dia Composer 6 may seem inordinately expen-
sive at $2,500 but in relative terms Avid is priced 
in line with the Adobe CS6 Production Premium 
suite at $1,900. Both are examples of one-stop 
solutions for professional video editing, mo-
tion graphics, sound mixing and disc authoring. 
Many of the editing software makers offer pro-
duction suites for end-to-end solutions similar 
to those offered by Avid and Adobe.

Super-Tuning and Super-Charging  
Plug-ins and Software
Super-tuning and super-charging, for the profes-
sional video editor, comes in many forms. Plug-
ins like those found in GenArts Sapphire Visual 
Effects ($1,700) and Sapphire Edge ($299) are 
excellent examples of software meant to literally 
“plug-in” to your professional editor and offer 
both time-saving and eye-popping visual effects 
to your video.  

Autodesk can super-charge your profes-
sional video with its Maya ($3,675) and 3ds Max 
($3,675) software. Both Maya and 3ds Max offer 
high-end professional 3D animation, motion 
graphics and compositing, as either stand-alone 
editing software, or as companions to the many 
professional video editing programs.

Dealer Catalog Summary
From high-value to high-performance this is 
Videomaker’s “dealer catalog” of the video edit-
ing vehicles known as software. Professional-
looking video is the goal, and with these editing 
vehicles, we hope you’re off to a strong start.  
 Whether you’re a novice driver or seasoned 
fast-track professional, there is a set of editing 
tools right for your budget, your aspirations, 
or, your requisite professional toolbox. As your 
“dealership” in all-things-video we’re glad to 
have been of service.

num 12 ($100) and Adobe Premiere Elements 
10 ($100), each has significant UI similarities to 
the pro versions which bear a similar name and 
company, making any transition to their pro-
level software, that much easier. 

In the case of Pinnacle System’s Pinnacle 
Studio HD Ultimate Collection 15 ($100), you 
get plug-ins usually associated with pro-only 
editing software. Specifically, these are the 
famous Red Giant plug-ins used in big-budget 
productions. A few Red Giant plug-ins include 
Magic Bullet Looks, Trapcode 3D Stroke, and 
Trapcode Shine (color grading/correcting, 3D 
animation/effects, and advanced lighting ef-
fects, respectively). 

The combination of added control, shared 
UI or both, make these intermediate editors the 
obvious next-step for aspiring video editors.

Many of the wide-open capabilities and fea-
tures found in the pro-level editors are present 
here, but in a more manageable form, with a dis-
tilled interface and lower entry price. In terms 
of our guide these intermediate editors might be 
considered the aspiring professional’s first foray 
into the realm of entirely affordable, while still 
fast and furious-capable editing vehicles.

Advanced Level Editing
This brings us to the Porsche Carreras of ad-
vanced, pro-level, editing software. While the 
first pure performance editing vehicles were 
rather few and far between, no more than a 
decade ago (starting with Apple’s Final Cut Pro 
in 1999), currently there are more than a dozen 
video editing software companies vying for your 
attention with their version of advanced video 
editing software. 

There are many considerations unique to 
the differing and demanding needs of profes-
sional video editing software and the consumer 
applications for video editing. First, advanced 
features are all present in full, without limits, in 
professional video editors. Pro-level audio mix-
ing, keyframing, chromakeying, motion track-
ing stabilization, color grading, multi-camera 
editing, support of 4K resolution, infinite items, 
are all possible features of advanced editing 
software. Equipment specific integration of 
pro-line cameras and audio equipment, like the 
Canon EOS 5D Mark III and RED’s SCARLET-X, 
among others, is another common feature of 
advanced editors. Pro-level also denotes end-to-
end workflow solutions that meet the needs of 
the film and TV industries. And finally, advanced 
editing software often requires equally capable 
64-bit engines, multi-core processors, dedicated 
system and video RAM, GPU acceleration and 

High Value to High Performance Video Editing Software Buyer’s Guide

Mark Jensen is the owner of a video production company specializing 
in commercial and industrial video. He is also a freelance technical 
writer.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article 
#15344 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this 
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15344
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Motion Graphics and Animation 
Buyer’s Guide

BY RUSSEL FAIRLEY

Body In Motion

Whether you’re working in the cut and 
dried corporate video world or you travel 

the world making feature fi lms, motion graph-
ics play an essential role in the delivery of effec-
tive video.  

For many years now, we have seen animated 
elements composited on-screen. Graphic titles 
slide out to introduce broadcasters, Neo and 
Morpheus chat about guns in an infi nite white 
“construct” in The Matrix, and computer gener-
ated (CG) aliens demolish landmarks and take 
over Bill Pullman’s brain in Independence Day - 
just when he’d fi nally become president.

In most modern cases, these elements are 
created for fi lm and TV using a motion graphics 
or animation program.

These programs are similar to editing applica-
tions in many ways. They allow you to work 

with a timeline, adding and removing effects 
dynamically with keyframes – indicators telling 
the application how much or little of an effect 
you would like at that specifi c time in the clip, 
allowing for smooth transitions, fades, and any 
other change in a given variable.

Popular motion graphic effects include par-
ticles used to create airborne dust in a scene, 
removing or “keying out” a green screen to 
isolate an actor or object so that the subject may 
be composited over other footage, or morphing 
one shape into another for dramatic effect. There 
are so many tools and options with these applica-
tions that you are often limited only by your 
imagination. Of course, tools which allow you to 
go way overboard often lead to doing just that. 
Keep in mind that motion graphics and anima-
tion are part of your larger production toolbelt, 
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Motion Graphics and Animation 
Buyer’s GuideFrom animating title text to enhancing a scene 

with lens flares, vignettes and visual effects, 
motion graphics applications give video pro-
ducers the power and freedom to effectively 
express their vision.

Body In Motion

to be used as needed. Remember: your interview 
with a fi nancial guru probably doesn’t need 
a horde of angry fi re ants in it (just probably). 
Regardless of what a program can do, always 
remember your vision and remain cognizant of 
what your needs are.

Disclaimer: now, this is by no means a total look 
at every application available or every technique 
possible, but merely a look at some of what’s out 
there, and how it can benefi t your work. 

With that out of the way, let’s get started. 
Your science fi ction epic “alien-gets-the-girl-but-
zombie-blows-up-the-planet” movie isn’t going 
to make itself.

Tools for Pros and Amateurs:
Smoke 2013 ($3,500 – Autodesk, Mac)
A surprise darling at NAB Show 2012 was Au-

todesk’s all-in-one edit-to-fi nish product, Smoke 
2013. It is designed to manage the entire video 
post-production process, from editing to color 
grading, and 3D object compositing.

Included in the package are powerful tools for 
editing (including a workfl ow for stereoscopic 3D), 
node-based compositing right in the timeline, col-
or grading sequences and matching color between 
different clips. It also has a suite of built-in effects 
for most of the major motion graphic techniques 
including keying, image stabilization and motion 
tracking, and if you need more, there are many 
third-party plug-ins available from vendors such 
as GenArts. Such a shift in accessibility is going to 
give many a chance to work with Autodesk.

Now priced within reach of mere mortals, 
Smoke 2013 offers an interesting high-end take 
on the post-production process, combining many 
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of the tools that designers and editors 
require all in one location. It’s nice 
not having to leave the house to get 
groceries.

After Effects CS6 ($1,000 - also 
available in cost-effective suites 
and through subscription, Adobe 
Systems Inc., Mac/PC) 
You can’t discuss motion graphics 
without looking at the grand-daddy 
of them all, Adobe After Effects. 
Originally created by the Company of 
Science and Art in 1993 and bought 
by Adobe in 1994, After Effects is 
the standard for 2/2.5D animation in 
the fi lm and television production 
industry.
 As part of Creative Suite 6 (CS6), 
After Effects is more robust and 
powerful than ever, with the Global 
Performance Cache utilizing the 
full capabilities of 64-bit operating 
systems (stock up on RAM) along 
with a host of plug-ins and effects. 
New and of note in this iteration are 

the 3D camera tracker for tracking 3D 
elements, and the ability to extrude 
ray-traced text and shapes as well as 
vector art natively into 3D shapes. 
With 90 new and updated built-in 
effects, your creativity may be your 
only limitation.

One of the great strengths of Ado-
be’s Creative Suite applications is the 
ability to create interfaces that look 
and feel similar to anyone who has 
used another application in the suite. 
After Effects is no exception. If you’ve 
spent a bit of time in Photoshop, or 
even better, Adobe Premiere Pro, you 
will fi nd yourself in familiar territory. 

For those making the move from 
Avid’s Media Composer or Symphony 
or Apple Final Cut Pro to Adobe soft-
ware, you can import and work with 
FCP 7 XML fi les, as well as Avid AAF 
fi les, using Pro Import AE, allowing 
you to build After Effects into your pro 
workfl ow.

Unlike Smoke 2013, After Effects 
isn’t a total editing solution. To offer 
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2d3  
www.2d3.com 

Adobe Systems Inc.  
www.adobe.com 

Alien Skin Software  
www.alienskin.com 

Apple Inc.  
www.apple.com 

Astralax  
www.astralax.com 

Autodesk, Inc.  
www.autodesk.com

AutoDesSys, Inc.   
www.autodessys.com

Avid Technology, Inc.   
www.avid.com 

Pixologic
www.pixologic.com

R. Steven Glanville  
www.anim8or.com 

Reallussion
www.reallusion.com

Stata
www.strata.com 

Synthetik
synthetik.com
 
The Foundry
www.thefoundry.co.uk 

Zaxwerks, Inc. 
www.zaxwerks.com

Boris FX   
www.borisfx.com 

Cayman Graphics   
www.caymangraphics.com 

Chyron Corporation  
www.chyron.com 

Corel Corporation 
www.corel.com

Credo Interactive
www.charactermotion.com 

DashWood Cinema Solutions
www.dashwood3d.com 

Daz3D 
www.daz3d.com 

DigiEffects 
www.digieffects.com
 

eyeon Software Inc. 
www.eyeonline.com

Genarts 
www.genarts.com 

Harris 
www.broadcast.harris.com

Hash  
www.hash.com

Maxon 
www.maxon.net

Motion DSP
www.motiondsp.com 

Newtek 
www.newtek.com 

Noise Industries
www.noiseindustries.com

Visual Effects and Animation Manufacturer’s Listing

editors a fl uid workfl ow, Adobe added 
a feature to their last couple versions 
of Creative Suite called Adobe Dynamic 
Link. Adobe Dynamic Link allows 
editors and motion designers to hop 
between Premiere, Encore and After 
Effects with ease. This means that it’s 
possible to edit, add visual effects, and 
even author a DVD without ever need-
ing to render while working between 
programs.

As powerful as it is, After Effects is 
pretty easy to get started with, and 
there are many dedicated resources 
available to help enhance skills and 
teach new tricks and techniques, and 
a massive community of user groups 
is always there, willing to help. (For 
example, www.videocopilot.net, www.
fxphd.com, http://tv.adobe.com, and 
www.greyscalegorilla.com, etc.) 

Motion ($50 – Mac)
From the folks in Cupertino, Calif. 
Apple’s Motion software does much of 
what After Effects does in a some-

Compiled by Erik Aguilar
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2D just isn’t going to cut it any-
more. Depth is a key here, and 
it is one of the benchmarks 
for a quality image. It’s time to 
move away from fl at elements 
and look at 3D objects!

While programs such as Mo-
tion – and After Effects - work 
within 3D space (side-to-side, 
up-and-down, towards-and-
away), the shapes, layers 
and objects they can create 
are generally fl at or 2D. This 
means that you can move a 
title towards or away from the 
viewer’s eye, but the title won’t 
have any depth, if you were to 
look at it from a side view.  

There are a number of appli-
cations specially designed for 
the purpose of creating objects 
that are 3D in nature. These 
applications are used to create 
everything from thick, extruded text 
to the incredible creatures you see in 
Avatar and Jurassic Park (funny we’re 
still talking about such a dinosaur, but 
it stands up).

Tools such as Maxon’s Cinema 4D 
Prime or Autodesk’s Maya or 3ds, are 
all designed for modeling, animating 
and rendering 3D objects, including 
spheres, cubes, splines, um…dino-
saurs and more. Full compositions can 
be created and managed within these 
programs, or your creations can be 
exported and then manipulated within 
the motion graphics application of 
your preference.

To get your feet wet and give 3D a 
try without cleaning out your bank ac-
count, check out Blender Foundation’s 
Blender 2.63a; a free 3D application 
that is as fully functioning as most 
expensive 3D programs.

If these programs seem a tad too 
specialized, or if you’ve already 
invested in a Adobe Creative Suite 
and need to save money for a holi-
day, take a look at Adobe’s Photoshop 
Extended 3D. Adobe Photoshop CS5 
and later includes some pretty cool 

what simpler user interface and with a 
workfl ow that meshes seamlessly (as 
only Apple can) with Apple’s Final Cut 
Pro X editing application.

Many tools, fi lters and effects give 
Motion users the ability to do green 
screen effects, particle effects, ani-
mated titles and many of the other very 
popular techniques motion designers 
use regularly. While Motion may not 
have the diehard following that After 
Effects does in the motion graphics 
world it defi nitely comes at an attrac-
tive price point and must be considered 
a powerful tool for today’s designer.

For support, there are many local 
Final Cut Pro user groups that will talk 
about all of Apple’s production tools, 
including Motion.

Premiere Pro CS6, Final Cut Pro 
X, Avid Media Composer 6, Sony 
Vegas Pro 11
Often overlooked for this kind of work, 
today’s editing software packages offer 
a healthy sampling of many of the 
same tools, effects and plug-ins that 
you fi nd in a motion graphics software 
application.

 Premiere Pro CS6, Final Cut Pro 
X, Avid Media Composer 6 and Sony 
Vegas Pro 11 all contain many motion 
graphics tools to help videographers 
build their project from start to fi nish, 
without ever leaving their application 
to design motion elements. Third-
party plug-ins mirroring those created 
for motion design programs are often 
available for the editing applications 
as well. Techniques such as compos-
iting multiple layers, green screen 
keying, and complex title animations 
are all possible from within these 
beasts. While these tools can’t replace 
a decent motion graphics application 
altogether, it’s nice to be able to handle 
some simple tasks without having to 
leave the editing program.

3D Animation Programs
Want to pan around an item with a vir-
tual camera in After Effects or Motion? 

Body In MotionBody In MotionBody In Motion

GenArts  www.genarts.com

Noise Industries  www.noiseindustries.com

Pixologic
www.pixologic.com

R. Steven Glanville  
www.anim8or.com 

Reallussion
www.reallusion.com

Stata
www.strata.com 

Synthetik
synthetik.com
 
The Foundry
www.thefoundry.co.uk 

Zaxwerks, Inc. 
www.zaxwerks.com

3D tools, which will allow you to 
create and animate 3D objects within 
Photoshop.

Templates, Stock Animations, 
and More!
Sometimes creating a graphic from 
scratch can take too long and require 
enough effort that you will miss 
important deadlines. While we don’t 
like to cut corners in quality of work, 
sometimes it’s important just to get a 
project out the door. Whether you’re 
a seasoned motion graphics designer 
or you have never opened an After 
Effects project, there are options to 
spice up your videos using motion and 
animation in less time. Many compa-
nies now offer reasonably priced stock 
animations, pre-created 3D models, 
and motion graphic templates.

A motion graphic animation is 
much the same as purchasing stock 
footage, only instead of footage as 
content it contains a pre-rendered 
animation. These animations will add 
quick production value for a reason-
able price, and you can buy and down-
load them in a variety of formats.
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3D Without the Work
Did your head explode when you fi rst 
looked at Cinema4D Prime’s inter-
face? You’re not alone.

Luckily, pre-created 3D models 
such as those offered by MotionEle-
ments are readily available online. 
If you’re working within an After 
Effects or Motion project and wish 
to import a 3D model but don’t have 
any experience using a 3D applica-
tion you may wish to purchase one 
to get started. Try looking at Motio-
nElements, www.turbosquid.com or 
www.evermotion.org to fi nd a 3D 
model that fi ts your needs. The cool-
est thing about these elements is that 
they’re usually available for immedi-
ate download once you’ve made the 
purchase.

Summary
Motion graphics software programs 
give us the power to create 2D and 3D 
elements and change them over time. 
We can layer footage, graphics and 
effects together to devise more inter-
esting and complex scenes. We can 
dynamically adjust, remove or add 
color or textures throughout a compo-
sition to create tension or help direct 
the eye to a focal point. We can also 
isolate elements to be used in larger 
compositions through techniques 
such as chromakeying. The fullness of 
characters can be developed with the 
careful application of motion graph-
ics. When time and budget don’t allow 
for complex animating, stock anima-
tions and templates are available to 
keep production value high with low 
costs and quick turnarounds. There 
is an incredible amount that can be 
done using motion graphics. Stay 
creative!

Body In MotionBody In MotionMotion Graphic 
and Animation Buyer’s Guide

Motion graphic templates are an 
invaluable item to include in your 
production tool belt. These projects 
- created for After Effects or Motion– 
include placeholders for you to add 
your own footage, text or stills and 
to create a custom, high-end motion 
graphics project. While it takes some 
skill to customize these templates, 
the result is usually more relevant 
than results from a stock animation.

Even if you are a skilled motion 
graphics designer and are capable 
of creating these sorts of animations 
you may be limited by time and bud-
get - picking up a dazzling animation 
or customizing a template to add to 
your project can cut costs and save 
a bundle of time. (See our Editing 
column on page 58 in this issue for 
more.) Some of the best places to get 
this sort of thing are:

Digital Juice (www.digitaljuice.com)
Digital Juice has a wealth of motion 
graphics and animation tools and 
packages. Their motion graphics and 
animation products range from rea-

dy2go projects and templates 
to the Toxic Type series of 
collections. They also have a 
number of canvases – pre-
animated backgrounds in 
a number of styles, from 
beautiful rolling hills to sum-
mer sunsets - which can be 
a great starting place for a 
video or title. Their Motion 
Designer’s Toolkits are collec-
tions of useful elements you 
can pick and choose from 
to create your own amazing 
animations. Shapes, patterns 
and textures come together 
in these kits however you 
see fi t, and if you aren’t sure 
where to start, Digital Juice 
has dozens of great tutorials 
to get you rolling.

MotionElements 
(www.motionelements.com)

Another great website for motion 
graphics and animations is Motion-
Elements. They offer a library of ele-
ments, including matted and green 
screen footage and animations for 
you to composite over your work. 
Also in their mix of offerings are 
video essentials, such as lower thirds, 
looped visuals for DJs and large 
screen presentations, stock clips, 3D 
models, more than 200 animations 
and more. To get you up to speed, 
they offer tutorials as well.

Digital Hotcakes 
(www.animationsforvideo.com)
Digital Hotcakes by TriLab Produc-
tions offers high-quality animated 
elements for video production. Their 
products range from wedding collec-
tions full of satin backgrounds and 
fl ourishing graphics to high impact 
sports graphics. They also offer title 
discs, with pre-matted titles for dif-
ferent genres and event types. Their 
unique lineup, as well as a wide vari-
ety of purchase options, make www.
animationsforvideo.com a must-visit 
in your quest for video greatness.

Boris FX   www.borisfx.com

Autodesk  http://usa.autodesk.com

Russel Fairley owns a turnkey video production com-
pany (200+ videos/year), featuring Web videos, televi-
sion commercials, and live event coverage. 

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15345 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15345
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The Path to Heroic Video Production

Subscribe to Videomaker
and Save up to 76% off the Newsstand Price.

Just three lights 
used right can 
put an audience 
at ease or ratchet 
up the tension. 
The possibilities 
are endless.

Like a good lighting arrangement, almost everything about video is 
simple when you know what you’re doing.  Find the simple, elegant 
solutions you need for every video situation.  From coaching actors 
to post-production editing, no other resource gives you the tools to 
handle every step of the video production process like Videomaker.  
Understand all aspects of video, so that your video creations will 
bear the mark of a professional.  With Videomaker, you can conduct 
yourself like a video hero.

videomaker.com/VideoHero

For as Little as $1.39 an Issue

Never 
Miss an 
Issue!
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For many, the wedding 

season is year-round, but 

things tend to speed up 

in the spring and summer 

months. Being prepared for 

the height of the season 

well before it is upon you 

will ensure your wedding 

shoot will go smoothly.  

A successful wedding videographer 
begins to prepare months be-

fore the season is in full swing. Even 
though a wedding may not happen 
until next spring, you should be in 
preparation mode as early as October.  

Promote Thyself!
For every wedding photographer and 
videographer, promotion is the first 
step. You should be on Facebook, 
Twitter and any other social media 
and traditional outlets you use to 
get the word out that you are book-
ing weddings. After the proposal the 
average bride will know her wedding 
date months or even a year before 
the event takes place. Getting your 
company image to her is essential 
when planning begins. But brides are 
not your only resource; you should 
be marketing to wedding planners all 
year long so they may recommend 
you before anyone else. This includes 
sending out samples of your work and 

Preparing for 
the Wedding Season
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not just a short promotional video. Seeing how 
you created a full wedding can say more than an 
advertisement.

Make It Personal
Keep in mind that brides, and people in general, 
do not hire companies. They hire people. Your 
personality will garner you more jobs than any 
other means to promote yourself. Though a bride 
may come to you via the Internet, only a meeting 
will bring you the job. 

Brides want to know and trust you. They 
want to see your work and envision themselves 
in your videos. They trust you to capture their 
special day and you need to build on that trust. 
Brides also may not know what to ask you so be 
prepared to break down the day of shooting into 
easy-to-comprehend information so they feel 
comfortable working with you. Put them at ease 
but also let them know what you will be looking 
to capture during their special day.  

Make It Clear and Concise
Avoid being technical, brides do not care about 
your fancy camera and equipment; they care 
about what you can make with it. Keep notes on 
every bride, a nice day planner is very useful to 
keep track of dates and bridal preferences. It is 
important that you set up a date to meet with the 
bride away from bridal events and concentrate 
on her needs.

You can suggest a meeting with each bride and 
her wedding planner as she is planning her spe-
cial day and meet at a local coffee house. This is 
a good opportunity to get the feel of the wedding 
as well as sign contracts and receive your deposit 

to save the date. You will want to know 
the colors she will be using in order to 
help you select or create any graphics 
for the video that will match her color 
scheme. Get her involved with the 
artistic process of making her wedding 
video. Let her know her input is valu-
able and important. 

If the groom attends the meeting 
and you intend to wire him for sound, 
have a talk with him to go over when 
and where you will hook him up.

Sign Here, Please
Make up a simple wedding video 
contract template and get them to sign 

a preliminary contract with deposit as 
early as possible to secure the date and 
assure the gig. Using a basic contract is 
a good idea and it should be flexible so 

keeping your website in front of them. Meet 
with wedding planners and get to know them. 
You should be in constant contact with every 
wedding planner in your area. 

Keep in mind, however, that many brides 
may not use a wedding planner. They may have 
a friend or family member help them organize 
and plan the event. So it is a two-fold process, 
marketing to wedding planners and to brides 
directly. There are many resources to help you 
find brides. Look for any Facebook pages, web-
sites or forums that cater to brides near you and 
join them. You will get leads from these sources 
but you should not negotiate via the Internet. 

Drop your card off at local hair salons and 
get to know the stylists, especially the ones that 
cater to higher-end clients. Believe it or not, 
after they tell their family and friends, the first 
person many brides turn to is their hair stylist. 
Make contact with your local bridal boutiques 
and get to know the owners. Attend and have a 
table at any wedding expo or event in your area 
and be prepared to shake many hands and offer 
congratulations. This face-to-face will put you 
in a position to give out sample DVDs and talk 
to the brides. 

Samples are a great way to get brides to 
your doorstep. Try getting permission to leave 
several samples and business cards at local 
bridal shops. Though you can, you do not need 
to create elaborate promotional materials in 
plastic cases, usually a DVD in a paper sleeve 
attached to a card will suffice. It is the contents 
of the DVD and the contact information that 
will be important to the potential client. If pos-
sible, include a complete wedding on the DVD, 

Get to know local wedding sites and interact with them. 
Having a presence on Facebook is a good option to reach 
brides and build relations. It’ll also make referrals easy for 
everyone involved.
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you can add in any additional time or require-
ments for their specific wedding plans. 

Find out who the photographer will be. You 
may have worked with this photographer before 
or the wedding may need one. This is a good 
opportunity to network and suggest vendors you 
trust. Getting them business will work to your 
advantage if they will recommend you as well. 
Photographers are not the only resource you 
should have at the ready. Wedding rental agen-
cies, DJs and florists are also good vendors to 
know and recommend. And each of them should 
have a few of your samples as well. Talk with the 
bride about floral arrangements and how she 
envisions the wedding to look. Keep notes and 
begin to prepare how you will shoot the event 
from this point on.

Check the Locale
The location of the event will have a huge im-
pact on how you will shoot it. No matter if it is 
an indoor or outdoor setting it is a good idea to 
visit the place well before you will be expected 
to shoot there. Shooting an outdoor wedding will 

Preparing for the Wedding Season

Color preferences are a big deal. Using the same col-
ors in your graphics that are worn by bridesmaids and 
represented in the decorations ties it all together.

bring its own problems, most notably the light-
ing. Try to visit the location at the same time 
of day the wedding will take place. This will 
help you know where the sun will be and how 
to place cameras. If the wedding is in a church 
or building you have never been to, be sure to 
scout the location. Look around for windows, 
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need for each shoot. At this point nothing is 
more powerful than a checklist, and it should be 
organized as well. Listing everything by the bag 
the gear is stored in makes it easy to review. Place 
items together that belong together; camera, 
batteries, tapes, and lenses should be with each 
other. Tripods, tripod heads, monopods and sta-
bilizers would go together as would any fi lters or 
diffusers you may need. 

 It’s also a good idea to have a separate bag 
for audio gear. Microphones, mixers and cables 
will go in this bag. As you are organizing your 
equipment be sure to clean the camera lens and 
test everything! The last thing you want is to get 
on location and fi nd your microphone has bit the 
dust, or a lightbulb is shot. 

At this point you should know and trust that 
your gear is ready. Once everything is organized 
it’s time to charge all your batteries the day 
before the event. Include rest! You’ll need to be 
alert. The next step is to attend the rehearsal. 

Rehearsal
Take notes during the rehearsal. Where the 
bride will come in and exit, how the brides-
maids will be positioned and all the little things 
that make up a wedding. Meet with the wedding 
planner for any last minute changes and discuss 
lighting. If there is no planner, check with the 
bride if she has designated an offi cial ‘go to’ 
person and work with that person. Locate where 
you planned to set up your cameras and let 
the wedding party know where they will be. Be 
prepared to compromise if necessary, remem-
ber this is their special day and you are there to 
document it, not be a part of it. 

Floral arrangements may not be in place 
during the rehearsal so you’ll need to imagine 
where they will be and if anything will be in 

power outlets and view the building layout.
If you can visit the location with the bride you 

may be able to get a better feel for how the wed-
ding will happen and locate any problem spots 
well before you will need to deal with them. It is 
a good idea to bring a camera and test how the 
images will look with the lighting that will be 
used during the ceremony.

Make Friends
Now that you have promoted yourself, your 
day planner should be fi lling up. Note any spe-
cial equipment you will need and all you have 
learned from your visit with the couple. 

Don’t think you’ve booked the date and you 
are done for six months. It’s good practice to 
stay in touch with brides throughout the year. 
Let them know you are available for questions if 
necessary. A simple email will suffi ce, you don’t 
need to call the bride often, just be available. 

Facebook can shine here as well. Become 
friends and like her comments 
as she plans her special day 
throughout the months leading 
up to it. You may even have com-
ments that help her along the 
way. This is an ideal video mar-
keting strategy that can get your 
work seen by many of her friends 
and potential clients, too.

Be Prepared
As you near the event, get orga-
nized! Your equipment should be 
in cases and everything should be 
where you can get your hands on 
it quickly. Organize your cam-
era bag with everything you’ll 

Preparing for the Wedding Season
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singerscam 1

backlight

groom
bride

flowers

flowers

light
lightcam 2

portable

cam 3

father 
of bride

officiant

“OK cam 2, stay 
with the FOB ‘til the 
front row, shift to 
the groom, avoid the 
fl owers. Cam 3 stays 
wide - ready: break!” 
Diagraming the 
events with key play-
ers, light sources 
and obstacles ahead 
of time will help or-
ganize the shooting 
process.

Don’t forget any gear, 
use a checklist for 
equipment like the 
ones in the Videomaker 
Book of Essential 
Forms for Wedding 
Videographers.
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J. Michael Long is an event video producer as well as 
a special interest documentary producer with 19 years 
broadcast experience.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15615 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15615
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your shot. If this happens, and even-
tually it will, be prepared to move 
to a secondary camera location. Try 
to get the pulse of the rehearsal, 
the confidence of the planner and 
bride and groom, and anticipate 
where problems will arise, and then 
be prepared to record the event in 
any situation. All of your prepara-
tion with the bride and planner from 
previous months will come in handy 
here; some may even help fulfill your 
needs if you have become a trusted 
friend and ally. 

Planning a wedding can be like 
drawing up a football play. In fact 
it is a good idea to sketch out the 
ceremony on paper and place an 
X where key players will be. Draw 
arrows for player movement. Note 

where musicians will be and the 
placement of candles or ceremonial 
objects that will be used. Floaters or 
portable cameras should be in the 
right place at the right time to help 
provide coverage. 

Finale
Shooting a wedding is 20 percent re-
cording what happens and 80 percent 
anticipating what you think is going to 
happen. Your ability to be there before 
action takes place is the key to a suc-
cessful wedding shoot. Be prepared 
to anticipate and get ahead of the 
event’s flow! The fact is, planning for a 
wedding is a continuous practice that 
you will be doing until the bride and 
groom drive away. The more you pre-
pare, adapt, and know ahead of time, 
the smoother the shoot. 

PREPARE TO ANTICIPATE 
AND GET AHEAD OF THE 
EVENT’S FLOW!

TO REGISTER OR GET MORE INFORMATION 
go to www.videomaker.com/workshops 
or Call 800-284-3226 

CLASS SIZES ARE SMALL 
SO SEATING IS LIMITED. 
REGISTER TODAY! 

The Basics of Video Production Learn video 
production from the ground up, getting to know the equipment like the 
back of your hand. Get hands-on experience in the field; from planning 
and shooting to lighting, audio and editing using equipment the pros use.
October 12-14, 2012 • December 7-9, 2012
February 8-10, 2013 • May 17-19, 2013

 when you Attend a Videomaker Workshop

Get Real Experience 
Behind the CameraWorkshops

Cancellations: Cancellations must be received in writing (faxes acceptable) to Videomaker Customer Service. Notifi cation must be re-
ceived at least 21 calendar days prior to the workshop start date to receive a full refund (less $20 registration charge). A substitute work-
shop date may be requested in lieu of a refund. For cancellations received between 21 and 7 calendar days prior to the workshop start 
date, a 50% refund applies. No cancellations, refunds or substitution dates will be given after 7 calendar days prior to the workshop start 
date. Videomaker, Inc. reserves the right to cancel a workshop up to 1 month prior to the workshop start date. Mail cancellation/refund 
requests to: Videomaker Customer Service (Workshop), P.O. Box 4591, Chico, CA 95927-4591. Fax: 530-891-8443, Attn Customer Service. 

Intensive Lighting Master the nuances of lighting. Get 
hands-on experience with lighting for interviews, green screen, product 
shots, outdoor exteriors and more for professional level videos. Classes 
are small, so you set up the lights yourself!
May 17-19, 2013

Advanced Shooting Go beyond the basic point-and-
shoot, developing sophisticated techniques with hands-on experience 
using a wide variety of professional level equipment including dollies, 
boom arms, car mounts and helmet mounts.
October 12-14, 2012 

Intensive Editing Good editing can turn lackluster footage 
into riveting video. We provide laptops and Adobe professional editing 
software to students with a good grasp of the editing basics & help them 
hone their speed and skills to a fine point!
December 7-9, 2012 • February 8-10, 2013

SAVE UP TO $40 

WHEN YOU SIGN 

UP EARLY!
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Spooky 
Effects!
Spooky 
Effects!
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Get ready to 
scare up a fright 
night video! From 

Halloween special 
effects to scary 
scenes, what 
would this time of 
year be without 
some cool spooky 
looks? 

Horror movies have no 
season, but Halloween 
tends to bring out the 
most releases and 
with them often come 
in-fi lm special effects 

created on a big Hollywood budget. 
But you can make many horror movie 
effects on your own without break-
ing your piggy bank. Here are just a 
few tricks, for more see our special 
effects DVDs: “Make Your Own Special 
Effects”, “Special Effects” and “Green 
Screen Tips and Tricks.” 

The Broken Bones Effect
There are few moments in a video 
that make audiences squirm more 
than seeing a bone broken. Most peo-
ple sooner or later in their life experi-
ence the pain of a broken bone and 
seeing it even for less than a second 
on screen can elicit an involuntary 
squeamish spasm. Luckily there are 
some easy ways to achieve this effect 
with very little effort or cost, and no 
persons should ever be harmed in the 
making of your movie.

First, make sure the actor/talent 
is wearing a long sleeve shirt. The 
moment you have to attempt this 
illusion with skin, your expense goes 
up exponentially and the believability 
plummets. Take a small water bottle, 
perhaps the 16.9oz. variety and cut 
the ends off. Thread it with a small 
branch of dry wood or a wooden 
dowel. The bottle represents the 

Spooky 
Effects!
Spooky 
Effects!

BY PETER JOHN ROSS
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Easy-to-acquire ingredients with proper mixing 
and measurement can become well-colored fake 
blood. 
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paintball hit looks like and with the risk of injury, 
you can fi nd better ways to get around shooting a 
body with fake blood effects.

Fake Blood
The most popular re-created special effects in 
movies has always been making fake blood. There 
are several recipes for the crimson color, but the 
main three types are: 

1. Blood that will be in someone’s mouth
2. Blood for show 
3. Blood that doesn’t stain 

You can fi nd how to make realistic blood in our 
Make Your Own Special Effects tutorial for details, 
but the most common recipe for making fake 
blood is as follows:

• 1 cup corn syrup 
• 1 tablespoon water
• 2 tablespoons of red food coloring
• ½ tablespoon of green food coloring, (which 

shape of the arm or leg, for a thigh or thick 
body part. A 2-liter plastic soda-pop bottle 
works nicely. For joints like an elbow, use two 
water bottles. Frame the shot in a closeup and 
from an appropriate impact, break the wood 
and it will appear as if the bone was broken. 
Using wood really sells a great sound effect for 
the bone too. 

In a similar effect, chopping into a leg with 
an axe can be done by stuffi ng a log into an old 
pair of pants and hacking away in the closeup. 
Gross as it may sound, using some real meat 
from the grocery store can be used on top of 
the log. Flesh coming through the gash makes 
the effect look very realistic. A rump roast or 
even chicken breast can work wonders. Be 
careful not to let the meat go bad or you might 
risk some health issues later. Make sure to clean 
up within an hour and dispose of anything that 
can spoil.

Paintball Effects
One of the coolest trends of the last decade was 
the use of “paintball” squibs. A squib used to 
be a semi-explosive device set off with remote 
charges and electrical signals. Today, people 
buy what look like paintballs. There are three 
fl avors, the blood packs, dust hits and sparks. 
With special effects dye, these are expensive 
but they’re easy to use and the dust hits and 
sparks are really convincing. 

 Careful planning and being a good shot 
are essential to making paintball effects work. 
Never strike near a person’s face with these. 
Wearing padding underneath clothes is es-
sential to approach safety with these paintball 
effects, but they are never intended to be used 
on people - only walls, the ground, etc. The red 
colored, blood-like paintballs are probably the 
highest risk with the lowest reward in terms 
of being realistic. Enough people know what a 

Safety is paramount. Never put someone at risk for a video or film. In one local video community, there were two stories 
of people attempting effects that went south in the last few years. One was trying to get the effect of an axe being put in 
someone’s back. The crew had the ingenious idea of putting two phone books under his shirt and hit him with a real axe. 
The concept of missing the mark or causing damage to the spine from the impact did not occur to them. Common sense 
prevailed and luckily no one was hurt. 
 The second story was less fortunate. Some young filmmakers wanted to use real guns in their short. Without hiring a 
specialist, the weapons were not properly checked and the shotgun was loaded. The director was merely carrying the gun 
from inside the house to the garage when it discharged by accident. He spent time in a hospital and didn’t lose any toes, 
but did make the 11 o’clock news and became a Yahoo! News story. 
 Remember to always be safe. Treat any and all weapons with the utmost caution. Even kitchen knives and scissors 
need to be handled with care and keep an eye towards the safety of the talent and the crew.

WARNING! 
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Who knows what 
power this creature 
holds? We do... 
it’s a glow stick. 
Using novelties like 
these are not only 
low cost, but fun 
to experiment with 
for some cool Sci-fi  
looks.
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ally sell the whole effect. Continuity is 
key to making any effect and illusion 
work.

 You also need to pay special atten-
tion to color correction when using 
digital blood. Dropping in stock shots 
of blood splatter can be very convinc-
ing, but without taking into account 
what the lighting conditions may do 
to colors can destroy the illusion. 

Old School Tricks
Never forget that forced perspective 
can be an effective tool for illusion. 
From the dawn of cinema, people 
have used the angle of the camera 
to cause more realistic trickery than 
any other method. Recently, The Lord 
of the Rings trilogy used this trick to 
make hobbits appear small and Gan-
dalf the wizard appear tall. In a horror 
fi lm, if shot correctly, staging someone 
swinging an axe or slashing a knife 
from a safe distance, can still look 
realistic and deadly from the camera’s 
point of view and be a bit safer for all 
involved. 

As cool as both practical and digital 
effects can be, the best scares still 
come from editing. How long a shot 
lasts and when you choose to use it 
results in the best impact. Remember 
that a few quick cuts of an effect can 
be the difference between realistic 
and “get real” - sitting on a shot too 
long starts to show fl aws. 

Household Objects to the Rescue
Big budget movies can afford a special 
effects designer, but many Hollywood 

surprises most people that the green 
makes it more ‘blood’ like, by giving it 
a deeper almost brick-like color).

If this is blood that people need 
to have in their mouth, they will be 
grateful if you use this recipe instead:

• 1 cup corn syrup
• 2 tablespoons water
• 2 tablespoons of red food coloring
• 1 tablespoon of chocolate syrup
• 2 tablespoons of cornstarch

Fake blood can be expensive to 
whip up, but having a blender on site 
and extra ingredients saves time. It’s 
always better to have too much and 
not need it than not have enough and 
waste the crew’s time and resources 
waiting to make more. 

Digital blood has become all the 
rage these days. There are blood 
splatters, bullet holes, and all kinds 
of post-production trickery that were 
out of reach for the average video 
producer even three to fi ve years ago. 
Companies like Video Copilot and Mo-
tiondrops sell pre-matted digital blood 
clips that you can easily composite 
into your footage. Our Special Effects 
Tips & Tricks training DVD mentioned 
earlier shows you how to make your 
own, too.

 A recent indie fi lm used digital 
blood and pulled it off when the bul-
lets hit the actor in the chest. That is, 
until two clips later you saw the actor 
on the fl oor with his white shirt un-
stained. Remember that some digital 
blood looks good, but combining it 
with the old school fake blood will re-

Harrison Ellenshaw - TRON - Visual Effects 
Supervisor, Associate Producer

Effects these 
days are in the 
hands of everyman. 
You can go shoot a 
movie of broadcast 
quality on your 
own. But it doesn’t 
necessarily mean 
we’re seeing better 
movies. Shakespeare 
didn’t have a word-
processor. When we 
got word-processors, 
we didn’t get 
Shakespeare. We 
gotta separate the two 
out. There’s creativity 
and there’s technology, 
and the two are inter-
related. But technology 
is not necessarily 
creative.            

“

”
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Simple battery 
powered LED 
lights fl icker 
realistically and 
can be used for a  
great effect with 
a dropped down 
exposure.
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Looking for a glowing ember effect but don’t 
want to burn down the house? One answer is 
a miniature candle that is actually an LED light 
in disguise, you can fi nd these in most variety 
stores.

Green Screen is Easy Today
Shooting against the green screen background 
and editing in today’s green screen video editing 
software has made using green screen effects 
easier and more affordable than ever. However 
having it available doesn’t mean you can make it 
believable unless you follow some time-honored 
techniques practiced by the pros. Using proper 
placement, perspective and angles, as well as 
good lighting techniques for green screen will all 
help your project fool the audience into believing 
in your story. Videomaker has many good DVD 
tutorials and features for green screen work, be 
sure to check them out.

 And, remember, for any type of movie effect, 
whether it’s for horror fi lms or weddings, how 
you execute it and sell it to the audience is the 
most important “effect” you can create. Making a 
movie that captures the attention of the audience 
and immerses them into your tale is the goal – 
and that’s no horror story!

movie effects are easy to recreate. In the 1982 
movie, Poltergeist, fl ickering lights on a wall were 
simply made using a light shot through a fi sh 
tank full of water. A fan swirled the water in the 
tank giving it a cool and eerie effect.

In the latest Star Trek (2009) movie, director 
J.J. Abrams uses a simple trick to make then-
cadet James T. Kirk (Chris Pine) and Hikaru Sulu 
(John Cho) appear to be falling headfi rst from 
space toward Vulcan, a planet in peril. To shoot 
the number of takes needed with them hang-
ing upside down was diffi cult for the actors, so 
Abrams brought in a giant mirror and had them 
stand on it looking up. They shot with a cam-
era looking down on them with the earthly sky 
refl ected effectively in the mirrors, then they 
simply reversed the footage in editing. 

Glow-in-the-dark paint is good for many 
things, and you can fi nd glow sticks at any store 
that carries party supplies or novelties. These 
phosphorescent wands are great little tools for 
a ghostly effect. They can be held in a specter’s 
hand, glowing between the fi ngers or covered 
in cheesecloth and set in a corner of darkened 
room with a fog machine making the glow 
fl icker – and, note: during, Halloween, is the best 
time of year to fi nd a smoke machine on the 
shelves. Glow sticks encased in a thin gossamer 
fabric and hanging from twine in a dark woodsy 
area can bring up all sorts of imaginative ethe-
real beings from sprites to phantoms. These real, 
physical subjects might look more believable 
than using digital effects. Sometimes “smoke 
and mirrors” are all you need.

Videomaker Disclaimer: Be Safe Out There!
As with any do-it-yourself project, unfamiliarity with the tools and process can be dangerous. This story should be 
construed as theoretical advice. Videomaker, its editors and authors will not be held responsible for any injury due to 
the misuse or misunderstanding of any DIY project Videomaker publishes. This story cannot be construed as formal 
advice, Videomaker will not be held liable in any instance of an action resulting from this story, and Videomaker 
assumes all our readers will exercise good common sense. This disclaimer assigns the readers all responsibility for 
their own decisions.

Peter John Ross is an award-winning filmmaker and author of Tales from 
the Front Line of Indie Filmmaking.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article 
#15616 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this 
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15616
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ContourROAM

• Solid State HD Sports Camcorder 
• Waterproof to 3’ & impact-resistant
• Wide-angle (170°) fixed-focus lens
• Rotating Lens with laser-aided leveling
• Record 1080p to 720P HD video 

resolutions @30/25fps  
• One switch turn-on & record 
• One-click video uploading
• Record onto microSD media (up to 32GB) 

#COROAM 
ContourROAM Camcorder Watersports Kit #CORWS

®

 
HD HERO2 / 3D Kit

• Records 1080p, 960p, 720p HD Video
• SD/SDHC up to 32GB
• 1/2.3", 11Mp CMOS sensor
• 2X sharper pro glass lens
• f/2.8 Fixed Focus
• 170º wide, 127º medium FOV

(including 1080p)
• 90º narrow FOV  • Microphone input

GoPro 3D kit - 3D waterproof housing
for (2) 1080p HD HERO cameras, with 3D editing software #GOHOH2 / GO3DH

 VIXIA HF M52
HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• Canon 1/3” HD 2.37Mp CMOS pro image sensor
• 1920 x 1080 recording on to SD/SDHC/SDXC media
• Internal 32GB flash memory
• HD 10x optical zoom lens
• 3.0” widescreen LCD
• Optical image stabilization
• Cinematic Features
• 24p cinema & 30p progressive modes
• Microphone & headphone inputs
• Built-In WiFi

#CAHFM52

 DEV-5
Digital Recording Binoculars

• Dual 1/4" 4.2MP "Exmor R" CMOS sensors
• Memory Stick PRO Duo/SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• HD 1920 x 1080/60p HD 3D

video recording 
• Dual G-Lenses (f/1.8 - 3.4),

up to 10x optical zoom
• 1080p HD recording, 60 and 24 fps
• Optical SteadyShot stabilization with Active Mode
• Stills 7.1MP in 4:3, and 5.3MP in 16:9
• Microphone input  • Retagging with GPS

#SODEV5

 HDR-PJ760V
HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• 1920 x 1080 60p HD recording
• 1/2.88” back-illuminated Exmor R CMOS sensor
• Built-in projector (Up to a 100” Diag.)
• Internal 96GB flash memory
• SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot  • 3.0” LCD
• 10x optical & 17x extended zoom
• Optical image stabilization
• Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T lens
• Geotagging though GPS & NAVTEQ maps
• Microphone & headphone inputs

#SOHDRPJ760VB

 MHS-TS55/S
Bloggie Live HD Camcorder

• Records 1080p HD video  • Live WiFi streaming
• Wirelessly upload videos to internet
• Internal 8GB flash memory (shoot Up to 3 Hrs) 
• Captures 12.8 Mp still images
• 1/2.5” Exmor CMOS sensor
• 3.0” touch screen LCD screen
• SteadyShot image stabilization
• 4x digital zoom 
• LED light for low-light filming
• Flip-out USB arm  • Mac & PC compatible

#SOMHSTS55S

 HDR-TD20V
3D HD Handycam Camcorder

• Shoot f D 3D in 1920 x 1080 60p/24p
• Dual 1/4.0” back-illuminated Exmor 

CMOS sensors
• Dedicated 2D/3D switch
• 3.5” LCD (3D viewing without 

3D glasses)
• Optical 10x & 17x extended zoom
• Optical image stabilization
• 5.1 ch surround mic
• Microphone & headphone inputs

#SOHDRTD20VS

 HDR-GW77V
Full HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• Solid State HD Waterproof Camcorder 
• 16GB internal flash memory 
• Waterproof down to 16.4’ (5 m)
• Waterproof, shockproof, dustproof
• Shoot HD 1920 x 1080/60p Video
• 1/3.9”, 5.4Mp Back-illuminated 

“Exmor R” CMOS sensor 
• 10x optical Sony G series lens  
• Optical image stabilization 
• 3” LCD screen  • Geotagging with built-in GPS

Black #SOHDRGW77VB / Blue #SOHDRGW77VBL / White #SOHDRGW77VW

 HXR-NX3D1
Professional 3D Compact HD Camcorder

• Dual 1/4" Exmor R CMOS sensors
• Two Sony G lenses (10x optical in 3D)
• 96 GB internal memory
• One SD or Memory Stick card slot 
• 3.5" LCD (view 3D glasses-free) 
• Full 1920 x 1080 in 3D and 2D 
• 3D modes: 60i, 50i, 24p (28 Mb/s) 
• 2D modes: 60p, 50p, 60i, 50i, 24p, 25p
• Active SteadyShot in 3D 
• Dual XLR inputs (line / Mic / Mic+48V selectable)

#SOHXRNX3D1U

 HDC-Z10000
Twin-Lens 2D/3D Camcorder

• Two independent 3MOS sensors
• HD Stereoscopic 3D recording
• Dual Integrated 10x Lenses

(12x in 2D)  • Triple manual rings: 
focus, zoom and iris

• Multi View Coding (MVC) 
Recording in 3D 1080p60

• 3.5" 3D compatible LCD
• Dual XLR Inputs 
• 2D/3D Still Image Recording

#PAHDCZ10000

 HC-X900M
3 MOS HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• Internal 32GB flash memory  • SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• 3x 1/4.1”, 3.05Mp sensors
• 3D recording with optional VW-CLT2 3D lens
• 1080/60p recording at a 28-Mbps bit rate
• Optical image stabilization
• Leica Dicomar 12x optical,

23x inteligent zoom lens
• 3.5” wide angle 3D LCD screen
• Pre-record function
• Microphone & headphone inputs

#PAHCX900MK

 HX-WA2
Waterproof HD Dual Camcorder

• Capture 1920 x 1080 HD video
• Record onto SD/SDHC/SDXC media cards
• Waterproof up to 9.8 feet (3 meters)
• 5x optical, 12x wide-range,

and 15x intelligent zoom
• 1/2.33” MOS Sensor  • Electric image stabilization
• 285-degree rotating 2.6” wide LCD screen
• Panorama shooting mode  • Face detection mode
• High-speed consecutive shooting mode
• Includes software for easy web uploading

Blue #PAHXWA2BL / Orange #PAHXWA2O

Dual 1/4" 4.2MP "Exmor R" CMOS sensors
Memory Stick PRO Duo/SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot

2D modes: 60p, 50p, 60i, 50i, 24p, 25p

24Mega
Pixels

16Mega
Pixels

20Mega
Pixels

5Mega
Pixels

11Mega
Pixels

13Mega
Pixels

14Mega
Pixels

20Mega
Pixels
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When in New York,
Visit our SuperStore

420 Ninth Ave.
Corner of 34th Street

New York, N.Y. 10001

  Over 70,000 square feet 
of the latest gear

  The most knowledgeable 
Sales Professionals

  Hands-on demos

  Convenient free parking 
available

Subscribe to our
free Catalog
BandH.com/catalog
212-444-6633  XF100 / XF105

HD Professional CF Camcorders

• 1/3" CMOS 1920 x 1080 CMOS sensor
• Dual CF card slots
• 50Mbps MPEG-2 recording 
• Canon's MPEG-2 4:2:2 color sampling 
• 60p/60i, 30p, 24p MXF File Format 
• 10x HD zoom lens
• 3.5" 920K dot LCD monitor
• Stereoscopic 3-D recording capabilities 
• Dual XLR inputs  • Waveform Monitor 
XF105 Step-up: HD/SD-SDI, SMPTE Time Code, Genlock

#CAXF100 / #CAXF105

 VIXIA HV40
HDV Camcorder

• 1/ 2.7”, 2.96MP HD CMOS sensor 
with RGB primary color filter

• Frame rates: 60i, native 24p (records 
at 24p), 24p cinema, and 30p (at 60i)

• DIGIC DV II image processor
• Canon HD 10x optical video lens
• Instant Aufo Focus w/ext. sensor
• SuperRange optical stabilization 
• 2.7” widescreen LCD screen  • External mic input
• Smooth variable zoom with 3 fixed zoom speeds

#CAHV40

 AG-HMC40
3-CMOS Pro HD Solid State Camcorder

• 1080 and 720 HD resolution 
recording on SDHC cards

• 3 1/4” 3-MP CMOS 
HD image sensors

• AVCHD MPEG-4 
AVC/H.264 encoding

• 10.6-megapixel still capability
• 12x optical zoom
• 2.7-inch LCD monitor
• XLR audio input, HDMI output, USB 2.0

#PAAGHMC40

 GY-HM150U
3-CCD ProHD Solid State Camcorder

• Supports 1920/1440 x 1080, 1280 x 720 
HD formats in 35, 25, and 19Mb/ps 
with variable frame rates

• Dual SDHC card slots 
(loop, pre-record)

• Captures native QuickTime files
• Fujinon 10x HD lens
• Optical image stabilization
• Dual XLR audio, with phantom
• Color viewfinder and large LCD monitor

#JVGYHM150

 XA10
Professional HD Solid State Camcorder

• 64GB Internal and Dual SDHC/SDXC 
card slots with relay recording

• 1920 x 1080 CMOS Image Sensor
• Canon 10x HD Video Lens
• 8-Blade Iris and Manual Focus Ring
• DIGIC DV III Image Processor
• 24Mbps Recording (AVCHD)
• 3.5" High-resolution touch panel 

LCD and EVF
• Dual XLR terminals

#CAXA10

 AG-HMC80
3-CMOS Pro HD Solid State Camcorder

• 3 1/4.1 CMOS sensors
• 1080 or 720 HD recording
• SD/SDHC media card slot
• 12X optical smooth zoom lens
• High-definition and standard-

definition recording 
• Pre-record & interval recording
• Optical image stabilization
• Dual XLR/3.5mm mic-in inputs
• HDMI, USB, DV, Component terminals

#PAAGHMC80

 HXR-MC2000U
Shoulder Mount AVCHD Pro Camcorder

• 1/4" 4.2Mp, ClearVid Exmor R CMOS sensor
• Built-in 64GB hard drive 
• SD/SDHC/SDXC & Memory Stick slot
• 1920 x 1080i AVCHD (24Mbps)
• MPEG-2 SD Mode (9Mbps) 
• 12x wide angle Sony G lens
• Optical SteadyShot stabilizer 
• 2.7" ClearPhoto LCD
• Manual lens ring with assignable 

parameters

#SOHXRMC2000U

 VIXIA HF G10
HD Flash Memory Camcorder 

• 1920 x 1080 HD Recording
• 32GB internal flash memory
• Two SD/SDHC/SDXC card slots
• 1/3" 2.37Mp HD CMOS pro sensor
• 3.5" LCD & Color viewfinder
• Genuine Canon 10x HD Video Lens
• SuperRange optical stabilization
• Custom cinema-Look filters
• Professional shooting assist functions

#CAHFG10

 HDR-CX760V
HD Flash Memory Camcorder

• 1920 x 1080 60p HD recording  • 1/2.88” back-illuminated Exmor R 
CMOS sensor  • Internal 96GB flash memory

• SD/SDHC/SDXC card slot
• 3.0” LCD screen & color viewfinder
• 10x optical & 17x extended zoom
• Optical image stabilization
• Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonnar T lens
• Geotagging though GPS & NAVTEQ maps
• Microphone & headphone inputs
• CinemaTone presets & 24p recording

#SOHDRCX760VB

 AG-AC130A / AG-AC160A
3-MOS HD Handheld Camcorders

• 3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp
• 22x optical zoom lens 
• 1080p 1080i 60/p30/p24 & 720p60
• Three rings; Manual Zoom, Focus & Iris 
• Dual SD/SDHC/SDXC card slots
• AVCHD & DV recording (SD) modes

AG-AC160A Step-up Features:
• HD-SDI & LPCM audio recording
• 59.94 Hz / 50 Hz switchable  • Slow/quick motion recording mode

#PAAGAC130A / #PAAGAC160A

 AG-HPX255
3-MOS HD Handheld Camcorders

• 3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp
• 22x optical zoom lens 
• 1080p 1080i 60/p30/p24 & 720p60
• Three rings; Manual Zoom, Focus & Iris 
• HD-SDI & HDMI output
• 59.94 Hz / 50 Hz switchable
• Slow/quick motion recording mode
• P2 card and DVCPRO mode recording

#PAAGHPX255

 HXR-NX30
Compact HD Camcorder

• Shoots AVCHD Up to 1080/60p 
at 24Mbps

• Built-In 96GB Flash Memory Capacity
• Pro Audio Control & Level Adjustment
• Equipped with Dual XLR Inputs
• Built-In Projector & 3.5" LCD Monitor
• Built-In Stereo Shotgun Microphone
• Super-Wide Carl Zeiss 10x Optical Lens
• Balanced Optical SteadyShot
• Features SD or Memory Stick Card Slot

# SOHXRNX30U

HD Flash Memory Camcorder 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

# SOHXRNX30U

1/4" 4.2Mp, ClearVid Exmor R CMOS sensor

SD/SDHC/SDXC & Memory Stick slot

10Mega
Pixels

24Mega
Pixels

• 3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp

3Mega
Pixels

4Mega
Pixels

• 3x 1/3”, 2.2 Mp CMOS sensor - 18-bit dsp AG-AC160A
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 XF300 / XF305
3 CMOS Solid State HD Camcorder

• Record HD 1080/720 onto 
Compact Flash cards 

• 50Mbps MPEG-2 4:2:2 recording
• 3 1/3" 2.37Mp CMOS sensors
• 18x Canon HD L series lens
• DIGIC DV III image processor
• 4" 1.23 Mp LCD monitor 
• 1.55 Mp Color EVF
• Over and under crank
XF305 Step-up: HD-SDI Output, Genlock & SMPTE Time Code

#CAXF300 / #CAXF305

 AG-HPX370
3-CMOS Pro Solid State Camcorder

• 10-bit, 4:2:2, native 1080 and 720p 
HD resolution in variable frame rates

• AVC-Intra 100 and 50 codecs
• Two P2 card slots (hot swapping, 

loop, pre-record)
• 3 advanced 1/3”, 2.2 MP 

CMOS sensors  • HD-SDI output
• 20-bit digital signal processor
• 17x Fujinon HD lens  • Built-in scan reverse mode
• Waveform and vector scope display

#PAAGHPX370

 PMW-EX3
3-CMOS XDCAM EX Camcorder

• Interchangeable 1/2” bayonet lens 
mount, incl. Fujinon 14x5.8 lens

• 3 1/2” Exmor CMOS image sensors 
that shoot full raster 
1920x1080 hi-def imagery

• Recording on removable 
SxS flash memory cards

• 1080 and 720 shooting modes with 
selectable bit rates in both PAL and NTSC standards

• Hi-res 3.5” LCD monitor  • 8-Pin remote studio connectivity

#SOPMWEX3Q  ..........................................................  $8,320.00

 HXR-NX5U
3-CMOS NXCAM Flash Memory Camcorder

• Three 1/3” Exmor CMOS sensors, with a ClearVid array
• Capture uses Memory Stick PRO 

Duo / SDHC Cards, with relay 
record capability (optional HXR-
FMU128 flash memory unit)

• 20x wide G series lens 
• HD-SDI & HDMI output, SMPTE 

Time Code in/out, Dual XLR inputs
• Built-in GPS system
• 3.2” Xtra Fine LCD

#SOHXRNX5U

 AG-AF100
Professional Memory Card Camcorder

• Large 4/3-type MOS sensor
• Micro four thirds lens mount
• Uses still & cinema lenses
• Two SDHC/SDXC memory card slots

(Relay Recording)  
• AVCCAM Recording 1080i/p,

720p variable frame rates
• Optical low-pass filter
• HD-SDI, HDMI output, Dual XLR

#PAAGAF100

 GY-HMQ10
4K Flash Memory HD Camcorder

• Record real time 4K imagery (3,840 x 2,160) at
24p, 50p and 60p  • 1/2.3” back-illuminated 
CMOS sensor with 8.3 million active 
pixels (3840 x 2160)  • SDHC/SDXC media card slot

• Ultra high resolution F2.8 10X Zoom Lens
(F2.8 to 4,5 — f=6.7-67 mm)
(35 mm conversion: 42.5 to 425 mm)

• 3.5” high resolution touch panel LCD screen 
• 0.24” Lcos 260,000 pixel viewfinder  • Optical image stabilization
• Interval (time lapse) recording in both 4K and HD modes

#JVGYHMQ10

 HDR-AX2000
3-CMOS AVCHD Flash Camcorder 

• Three 1/3” CMOS Exmor sensors
• Records to Memory Stick PRO Duo, 

SD/SDHC Cards (Dual media slots)
• 1080/60i, and 24p/30p AVCHD recording
• 20x zoom G-Lens (29.5mm wide)
• Zoom, focus, and iris rings
• Dual XLR inputs  • 3.2” Xtra Fine LCD
• Low-light (1.5 LUX) capabilities
• CinemaTone Gamma and CinemaTone 

Color control

#SOHDRAX2000H

 NEX-VG20
Interchangeable Lens HD Camcorder

• Exmor APS-size HD CMOS 16.1 Mp sensor
• Records 1920 x 1080 @ 24p, 60i, 60p
• Memory Stick PRO Duo/SD/SDHC/

SDXC card slot
• Sony NEX E series lens mount

(A series option)
• 24 Mb/s AVCHD MPEG-4 AAC-LC
• 3.0" LCD and CVF
• Quad-capsule microphone & 5.1 Sound
• Cinematone Gamma / Color  • Manual audio control

#SONEXVG20 (Body Only) #SONEXVG20H with lens

 NEX-FS100UK
Super 35mm Sensor HD Camcorder with Lens

• Exmor Super 35mm CMOS image sensor
• Includes 18-200mm 

Zoom Lens
• E-mount interchangeable lens mount system
• HDMI 4:2:2 uncompressed
• 1920 x 1080p 28Mbps recording
• 3.5" XtraFine LCD screen
• 1920 x 1080p slow & quick motion
• Record onto SD/SDHC/SDXC, Memory 

Stick cards, or Sony HXR-FMU128 (optional)  • HD MPEG-4 AVCHD format

#SONEXFS100UK ...................................................... $5,599.00

 EOS C300
Cinema EOS/PL Camcorder Body

• Super 35mm CMOS sensor
• 50 Mbps MPEG-2 EF or PL lens mount
• Dual CF card slots
• Canon XF Codec - 4:2:2 color sampling
• Multiple recording formats
• High-resolution VF and 4", 1.23 Mp LCD
• HD-SDI, HDMI, XLR audio
• Canon DIGIC DV III image processor
• High-Speed, Slow-Motion, Time-Lapse and Stop-Motion
• Timecode I/O, Genlock in & Sync out

#CAC300EF / #CAC300PL

 PMW-100
XDCAM HD422 Handheld Camcorder

• 1/2.9" CMOS Sensor (1920 x 1080)
• XDCAM 422 MPEG-2 Codec at 50 Mb/s  
• 10x Zoom Lens - 40-400mm 

(35mm Equiv)
• 3.5" LCD Screen (852 x 480 Pixels)
• HD-SDI & HDMI Outputs
• Dual XLR Inputs / Timecode 

& Genlock I/O  • Dual ExpressCard SxS 
Card Slots  • Compatible with XDCAM 
Disc & EX Formats  • DVCAM Recording

#SOPMW100

 PMW-F3K-RGB
Super 35mm HD Camcorder Kit

• Includes RGB 4:4:4 baseband output with S-LOG gamma 
• Exmor Super 35 CMOS image sensor 
• Includes 35mm, 50mm, 85mm lens kit 
• PL lens mount, 35mm Cine lens compatibility 
• 10-bit 4:2:2 HD-SDI 
• Two SxS memory card slots 
• Interlace/Progressive modes
• D-SDI Dual-link output
• 3D-LINK option

#SOPMWF3KRGB  ...................................................  $19,890.00

Lens Optional

Lens Optional

NEX-VG20H

pixels (3840 x 2160)  • SDHC/SDXC media card slot

$800
Rebate

Exp. 9-30-́12

$500
Rebate

Exp. 9-30-́12

$500
Rebate

Exp. 9-30-́12
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tested tips and insights that will help 
you approach your productions with 
the right mindset for making great 
looking media. If you commit to put-
ting these seven simple principles 
into practice you’ll lay a firm founda-
tion that will allow you to build more 
powerful productions without drop-
ping a dime. While some of them 
may seem simple on the surface, the 
discipline of actually doing these 
things will make a big difference in 
what you see on the screen when 
you've finished editing.

1. Commit to Quality 
The best way to create great work is 
to begin with the end (or in video's 
case, the edit) in mind. Determine at 
the onset that you will produce the 
highest quality work that you can. 
Set your expectations for production 
quality high, and determine to do 
your best. While this sounds like a 
tip you can shrug off, commitment 
to quality may conflict with, and 
lose out to, the other expectations 
that you have and hold; getting the 
project done fast, or making the job 
as easy as possible. The value of 
committing to quality above all else 
stems from the mindset that any-
thing that distracts the viewer from 
the story and makes them miss the 
message is a mistake. The best pro-
ductions draw the viewer beyond the 
surface of the screen and allow them 
to enter into the story. Whether you 
are making movies or infomercials, 
the content is always king. Poor 
production practices of all kinds call 
attention to themselves and compete 
with the content you are trying to 
communicate. That’s why making 
a commitment to quality is number 
one on our list.

7 Tips to Improve Your Productions
How do you become a better video 

producer? A solid understanding of 

video techniques and a good skillset 

will take you farther than the new-

est video toys. 

b y  C h u c k  P e t e r s

People who have been impressed by 
the work my team does often ask 
what kind of equipment we use. They 
then ask what I think they should 
buy so their videos can look as good 
as mine; as though the secret to mak-
ing great video is buying the right 
gear. I say it’s time to stop believing 
the myth that the secret to taking 
your productions to the next level is 
buying better cameras and upgrad-
ing your editing apps. If that were 
true, then anyone willing to run up 
his or her MasterCard could master 
the craft. In reality, it’s not what you 
own, but what you know, that makes 
you a great producer; and that is 
incredibly encouraging. Chances are, 
the equipment you own right now is 
more than capable of creating video 
good enough to broadcast. Producing 
like a professional is more about how 
you think than anything else.

In this article we share seven time-

Experimenting with 
light can allow you 
to know the extent 
of your equipment. 
Adding a blue gel, for 
instance, could make 
this setup appropriate 
for a nighttime shot.  
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2. Learn to Love Lighting  
The quality and execution of lighting is one of 
the biggest differences between hobbyist and 
professional-looking video. Before you even 
think of buying a better camera or updating 
your editing app, invest some time and energy 
into learning lighting. This one aspect alone has 
the power to propel your productions towards a 
more professional level.

Light is essential to video. The basic purpose 
of lighting is to illuminate your subject, but it 
does much more. Good lighting enhances color, 
improves contrast, and creates the illusion of 
depth on a two-dimensional screen. The way 
you position your lights creates a mood that 
infl uences the way your viewers feel about 
the subject and the scene. Although lighting is 
complex in principle, it is simple in practice. 
You don’t need to have a professional light kit to 
get started, any source of illumination will do. 
Cable your camera to a monitor, plop a person 

BASIC TRAINING OCTOBER 2012

Getting a mic just outside the frame can get you great audio and 
be more flexible than hiding a lavalier. 

in a chair, frame up a shot and experiment. 
Play with light position, altering the angle of 
impact from straight, to profi le, to behind your 
subject. Alter the intensity by moving your 

Learn more at: 
videomaker.com/story

Too many beginners think that 
a documentary is easier to 
make than a fi ction fi lm.
Don't make the common 
mistake of thinking you 
can point a camera at the 
street and by pure luck 
the next "King of Kong" 
or "Thin Blue Line" will 
unfold right before your 
eyes. The truth is that 
great documentaries 
don't just happen; they're 
meticulously crafted. 
Find your story and your 
documentary will fall into 
place; Videomaker ’s 
Documentary Storytelling DVD will help.

Doc-Storytelling_DVD_square.indd   1 11/18/2011   9:39:53 AM

Runs on PC & Mac.

Read about our
New 12.08 Version

“A high-end tracker for a
price even us little guys can afford”
Why not step up to real professional power with SynthEyes: 
object tracking, stereo, texture extraction, and over 20 
different exports. Watch our many video tutorials, and try 
our shots and yours using the free SynthEyes demo. 
Applications: virtual (green-screen) sets, set reconstruction 
and extension, stabilization, CG character insertion, 
product placement, face & body capture, head 
replacement, talking animals.
Recent credits: The Amazing Spiderman, Avatar, 
Game of Thrones, The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, Hugo, 
Hunger Games, Prometheus

SynthEyes

Andersson Technologies LLC

3-D Match-Moving and Stabilization
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Appropriate elements 
tie the pieces together. 
Video for kids can 
have kitschy graph-
ics to help guide your 
focus. A music bed of 
a "Come to Greece" 
piece using blaring 
trumpets and soulful 
jazz won't do as well 
as a cultural mix.
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light closer to or farther from your subject. 
Bounce your light off a card, or use diffusion 
to change its quality from hard to soft. The 
best way to learn lighting is to get your hands 
dirty doing it. So go do it! We’ll be here when 
you get back.

3. Improve Your Audio 
Awful audio can kill good video. Always use an 
external microphone and monitor your audio 
at the camera using headphones while you 
roll so you know what you’re really recording. 
It should be apparent which mic the camera 
is recording. If you hear rustling, a buzz, or 
nothing at all, stop and fix the problem before 
you continue. There are few things worse than 
recording all day only to discover an audio 
problem in post. One of the cardinal rules of 
recording clean, clear audio is proximity. Get 
the mic as close to your subject’s mouth as 
you can. Make a decision about whether your 
mic should be seen on the screen. Aside from 
singers on stage or reporters in the field, most 
professionals hide their mics so that they're 
invisible to the viewer. This can be done by 
running a lavalier mic inside your subject’s 
clothing or by positioning a shotgun mic just 
outside the frame. Good sound can make good 
videos great, but bad audio will kill even the 
best looking footage. So make every effort to 
record awesome audio every time.

4. Keep Your Camera Candid 
Good camera work is more about the work than 
the camera. The rule that 'anything that dis-
tracts the viewer from the message is a mistake' 
really hits home here. Shaky shots, drifting 
focus, indecisive camera moves and automated 
camera adjustments have no place in your 
edits. The best camera work is invisible to the 

BASIC TRAINING OCTOBER  2012

viewer, so be ready to shoot steady. Whenever 
possible, use a tripod to support your camera. 
To achieve the most solid shots, frame up your 
subject, lock the drags, and take your hands off 
the camera when you record. Even resting your 
hand on the tripod can create vibrations that will 
be visible on playback. 

Understanding how your lens works can be 
a big benefit. The telephoto end of your lens 
doesn’t just enlarge your subject in the shot, it 
also magnifies every move the camera makes 
so that even wee wiggles become giant jerks. An 
insider secret to shooting steady is to leverage 
the mechanics of your lens by zooming wide 
and moving closer to your subject. Use the zoom 
control to help compose and frame your shots, 
but don’t record your zooms. Instead of whipping 
your camera around to capture an entire scene in 
one shot, plan a sequence of shots. Start with a 
wide shot to establish your setting before cutting 
to a closeup. Whip pans and zany zooms are the 
hallmark of home video, but you rarely see them 
in the professional productions you see on TV. 
Start looking for them in the shows you watch. 
You’ll see what we mean.

5. Plan Your Production, Produce Your Plan
Producing a video is a lot like building a house. 
You need a blueprint before you begin building. 
Avoid shooting from the hip and winging it as 
you go. Think about what you need to shoot be-
fore you show up on the set. Make a shot list and 
shoot what’s on the list. This could be a broad 
checklist scribbled on a napkin or complex col-
lection of notes that go into great detail. 

For my productions, I typically create massive 
spreadsheets with shot-by-shot, scene-by-scene 
details that include notes on camera position, 
talent position and action, and lens settings (but 
I have been accused of being a bit of a control 
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freak). How ever you log your pre-
shoot notes, always shoot with the edit 
in mind. As the producer/director it is 
important that you can communicate 
the purpose of your production to your 
actors and crew, and to keep that clear 
purpose in mind as you produce. Don’t 
try to communicate too many mes-
sages. Make a plan. Shoot your plan. 
It’s always fine to shoot more than you 
need. When it comes to editing, extra 
options are always awesome; as long 
as you have everything you need. Be 
careful to not miss essential elements 
because you get distracted shooting 
non-essential extras.

6. Know Your Audience
The success or failure of a professional 
project isn’t determined in a vacuum; it is 
based on whether or not the piece elicits the 
desired response within the target audience. 
Before you start your production you need to 
know who will be watching your video when 
it’s done. Once you know who you want watch-
ing, you should make aesthetic choices with 
that demographic in mind. Amateur producers 
tend to create things that they like themselves 
(their choice pace, music, font choices, color 
palettes, formality of presentation, etc.) without 
much consideration that the actual audience 
may have tastes that are different than their 
own. When you produce, do it with a specific 
viewer in mind, and produce differently de-
pending on who will watch (preschool chil-
dren, senior citizens, teens, business people, a 
church congregation, etc.). Know whether or 
not your audience cares about details such as 
perfectly composed interviews - for a friend's 
best wishes to a newlywed couple, the audio 
alone might override the reception's lack of 
light. One of the great disciplines of profes-
sional production is the ability to lay aside your 
own personal tastes to cater to those various 
different audiences.

7. Use Restraint 
Putting your all into your work doesn’t mean 
you should try using every trick in the book in 
each edit you make. Restraint and discernment 
are essential disciplines to cultivate. Remember 
that just because you can do something doesn’t 
mean you should! 
 While it’s good to have a variety of tricks up 

Chuck Peters is a 3-time Emmy award-winning writer and producer. 
He is currently VP of Production at KIDMO/Rivet Productions in 
Nashville, Tenn.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15390 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15390
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your sleeve, you should only pull one out if the 
production demands. Things like wacky wipes, 
freaky fonts, crazy colors, 3D titles, rack focus 
effects, shallow depth of field, and slow motion 
can all be used to great effect in the right con-
text, but 99.9 percent of the time, less is more. 
Resist the urge to throw visual effects into every 
edit. By design, visual effects are the equivalent 
of sending a text or email in all capital letters. 
They shout in the face of your viewers and call 
attention to themselves. If you are making car 
commercials, go for it, but otherwise, your ef-
fects need to stay special.

The next time you considering buying that 
newest gadget just released on the market, 
remember that in six month’s time, something 
newer will come along and you probably don’t 
need it; you just want it. Will it improve your 
work? Maybe, but if you have the proper knowl-
edge and skills, techniques will beat out techni-
cal every time. So, keep your money in your 
pocket, or take the kids out for ice cream. Invest 
in your time and begin taking steps to improve 
your productions by changing the way you think 
about the content you create in these seven ar-
eas. Before you know it people will be asking you 
to share your secrets of success.

CONDITIONED CONSUMERS

According to The Nielsen Company, the average American watches nearly five 
hours of TV each day. That adds up to about two months of TV time every year. 
This number is even greater when you add video watched online. While we’re 
sure there are all kinds of insights that psychologists and sociologists could 
glean from this statistic, there is something important for us to acknowledge as 
video producers. Whether we like it or not, our viewers have been conditioned 
by the content they have consumed. They know what network-quality TV pro-
ductions look like, and they can tell the difference between a top-notch program 
and a second rate video in about two seconds. The result is that, whether it’s 
fair or not, the videos you produce will be compared to what your viewers see 
on TV, and your viewers will assign a degree of credibility (or a lack thereof) to 
your work, and to the message you are trying to communicate, based on the 
quality and professionalism of your presentation. Consider that the next time 
you pick up your camera or sit down at the edit bay.
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into a video? This is quite a daunting 
task – where do you find the subjects 
and how do you make visuals of events 
that have no visuals to illustrate?

 Family history videos are personal 
documentaries that can preserve the 
story of a family in its own words and 
are a way to connect the leaves of a 
family tree for future generations. 
Many people have the desire to share 
their family’s history, but they don’t 
have the skills to do it in a video. 

  

How Long Will This Take?
As any documentary filmmaker can tell 
you, documentary making is a notori-
ously time-consuming business! The 
best way to make the most of your 
time and investments is to employ 
pre-production planning. Videomaker 
moderator and contributing editor, 
Earl Chessher, makes commemorative 
videos for a living through his business, 
Video StoryTellers.
  In an email interview he says, “I 
spend, on average, 20 hours putting 
my most popular storytelling package 
together. The client organizes, researches 
and compiles the materials and I ingest, 
digitize, shoot, edit and produce the final 
production. My average production is 
one-half hour, usually less than one hour, 
and is often delivered within a week to 10 
days of receipt of all materials.” 

Show Me the Money 
Documentaries can suck up your time 
like no other production can, and mak-
ing documentaries for profit has plenty 
of challenges. Besides doing quality 
work, you need to finish the job in a 
profitable manner. This means keeping 
an eye on your dollars-to-hours ratio. 
Assuming you are getting paid a flat 
rate for the job, you need to work ef-

Bards in medieval times engaged their 
tribes with verbal narratives, passing 
down the story of their clan’s history 
from generation to generation. Scribes 
copied words of the ancient Greek 
philosophers. Cave paintings. Runes. 
Hieroglyphics. Etchings. Engravings. 
Woodcuts. All of these story-telling 
processes follow one ideal: How to 
best engage an audience. 

Your History Told
Passing down information from gen-
eration to generation helps define who 
we are and there’s a new movement in 
capturing family histories. Everywhere 
people are jumping on the personal ge-
nealogical search bandwagon, creating 
a personal archeological dig into their 
own past through websites like Ances-
try.com. But telling a story in written 
form is one thing, how do you make it 

Everyone has a story to tell and 

personal biographies are becoming 

popular money-makers. But how to 

tackle a massive task as telling a 

family history? One step at a time.

b y  J e n n i f e r  O ’ R o u r k e

History of Me - Family History Videos

THE PRESENTATION
         Each biography is a bit different. Here’s one way to present your story. 

SEGMENT 1 - Opening photo and music montage with a title graphic. 
SEGMENT 2 - Narrated introduction with a collection of photos. 
SEGMENT 3 - The beginning: birth and early childhood.  
SEGMENT 4 - Childhood highlights: homes, schools, friends, interests, 
             feelings about things and events.
SEGMENT 5 - Late childhood and teen years. (Can be combined with above  
             as one segment.) 
SEGMENT 6 - Early adulthood - Leaving home for higher education, military  
             service, marriage, etc.
SEGMENT 7 - Adult life first job, married life, children, etc. 
SEGMENT 8 - Conflicts/special events/dramatic moments. (Can supersede  
                      or follow any of the events above.)
SEGMENT 9 - Advice and wisdom - what to pass on to the world, their kids,  
                      their grandkids, or advice about lessons learned in life. 
SEGMENT 10 - Closing narration and recap.
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Using the tree design when gathering assets lets you plan small areas of the documentary, 
to avoid becoming overwhelmed, and it can help you organize and plan for future programs.

ficiently in order to reduce the number 
of hours you need to devote to the proj-
ect. Same pay in less time equals more 
money per hour. 
 
Planning is Key
The best way to begin your project is 
to create an outline and put the docu-
mentary idea in order. Your outline 
might include different assets and 
it’s important to break it down into 
segments and subtopics so you can 
maintain focus and work efficiently.

Breaking your program into subtop-
ics has many advantages: it’s easier 
to work piece by piece so you aren’t 
overwhelmed with the process and 
shorter segments are faster to watch 
and give you DVD menu options. An 
outline can also work as a template for 
family histories to follow, making the 

It’s all about what’s
new...and what’s next!
At Createasphere’s Entertainment Technology Expo, you’ll get up close and personal 
with the latest gear, network with your peers and meet the professionals who are 
transforming the industry.  Most importantly, you’ll have the opportunity to preview the 
kinds of tools and techniques destined to take the business to extraordinary new levels.

Be Sure to Stop By Gear Alley
Do you have the tools you need to capture that next amazing shot? At Gear Alley, 
you’ll find out the best ways to move it, mount it and master it. One of the most 
popular pavilions at the Expo, this is the place to get your hands on the latest cranes, 
dollies, rigs, lighting and more. And it’s FREE when you register for the Expo!

Register for FREE at www.createasphere.com/ete

Do you want to turn your love of video 
production into a full-time career? The 
Post Production Master Class is an af-
ternoon of intensive seminars, keynote  
sessions and one-on-one demos designed to 
help put your future on the fast track.

November 7 — 1:00 to 7:00 pm
$45.00 FEE (separate registration)
www.createasphere.com/ppmc

Colocated at the Expo...
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to cover up a talking head might be tricky. First 
gather ideas for what your clients might be able to 
illustrate. Do they have the historical facts already 
laid out? Let’s assume your subjects have been 
doing research on Ancestry.com and know dates, 
places and names of the people they wish to high-
light – they have the facts, they want you to bring 
life to them. How in the world do you do that? 

Make Them Move - Photos and Props
Instead of the usual flat pan-n-scan method, add 
movement to inanimate objects like military 
badges and old letters, by standing them on a 
table and doing a fly-over shot. Instead of a flat 
table, make it more interesting by loosely laying 
a flag or grandma’s old lace shawl under the ob-
jects. You can add depth by setting boxes of vari-
ous sizes under the flag or shawl, then shooting 
them from various angles, heights and perspec-
tives. Lighting your tableau a bit from the side will 
give depth and shadows to your setup.

Seeking out old newspapers for props is fairly 
simple – nearly every town has a newspaper of-
fice with some archives. Even if it’s on microfiche, 
events that happened around the time the story 
takes place add depth to the timeline. 

There are other ways to illustrate a story; i.e., 
photos of old cars, fashions, dishes and sheet mu-
sic from the era, and most can be found in public 
libraries and especially on government websites. 

Locations - Virtual and Actual
Through information your client has gathered, 
you might have addresses of the subjects’ home 
and hometown. In this digital era, you can get 
access to old maps and town photos through 
most cities’ historical society websites, and if you 
explain what you’re doing and ask nicely, they 
usually will grant you access to use their informa-
tion system at no cost. 

If your client has 
access to any 
relevant memorabilia, 
especially vehicles, 
clothing, equipment 
and keepsakes, try 
to add still photos or 
video of these items 
to your interviews.

steps a little tighter and a little easier every time. 
One way to streamline several documentaries is 
to write standard interview questions for each 
segment. You can also pre-build your segment 
graphics, and pre-select your music, etc., to 
expedite the process.

Set up a pre-interview to get all the infor-
mation you think you might need to run the 
interview smoothly. You might also conduct a 
pre-interview with other family members to get 
insights into important events in the person’s life. 

Chessher says, “On average, my clients seek 
what I call a ‘mini-documentary,’ essentially 
involving them speaking from personal notes and 
letters and/or extemporaneously on the life and 
times of the family member being commemorat-
ed. They do the research, provide the materials 
and ask my guidance as to what works and what 
might not be necessary. During an initial one-
hour (on average) planning session we develop an 
outline of what they have, what they want and 
the points they want to emphasize.”

 
What to Illustrate?
You can have either a narrator or first person 
account for the audio, but getting the video 

Reenactments can be an excellent way to paint the past, 
and stock footage from these can be a detailed gateway to 
an important era. 
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Depending on your budget and extent of what 
the client wants to illustrate, if grandma’s old 
house is still standing in Kennebunk, Maine, but 
you live in Kansas City, Mo., it’s not hard to find 
a local Kennebunk photographer/videographer 
on the Web to shoot a couple stills of the house 
– the charge might be as little as five dollars and 
as much as $50 per image. 

Reenactments
Finally – if you’ve got the funds, time and a cli-
ent with deep pockets, reenactments can bring 
historic events to a personal level. If your time-
line is around historical events like the American 
Revolution or the Civil War, there are reenact-
ments going on often throughout the U.S. You 
can also buy reenactment stock footage from 
sites like footagefirm.com. Your local historical 
society might know of a historian who dresses 
up in period clothing that you can hire to sit on 
the steps of the old courthouse, or walk down 
the street in style. Also check for rentals from 
your local costume companies and theater clubs.  

Pacing 
Life’s stories move forward along a linear line... 
yet they don’t have to be told that way. It’s fun 
to break up the chronological order and mix up 
the critical events in a story. This can sometimes 
lead your viewers to an aha! moment somewhere 
along the road. Your storytelling might draw them 
in more than if you follow a dry historical line 
stating: “John was born in 1925, three years later 
his family was pulled into the Great Depression, 
when they lost everything due to the Crash of 
1929. In 1942 he joined the Navy and found a dif-
ferent conflict...” Ugh, reads like a dry old history 
book. Telling history in a manner that catches the 
eyes and ears of the audience isn’t too difficult 
if you learn to manipulate time. Expanding and 
collapsing time is a trick story tellers have been 
using forever. Manipulating time builds suspense 
in the story and aims to engage your audience. 
Stretching out the time it takes to tell part of the 
story gives that event more impact, and later in 
the documentary, your audience will remember it 
more clearly and understand how it all wraps to-
gether. “John lied about his age in 1942 to join the 
Navy. As a child, he read a tale of a man lost at sea 
- alone with the elements, learning the struggles 
of survival that stayed with him while his family 
suffered during the Depression. He was deeply 
moved by the tale, which influenced his decision 
to run away to sea at 17 years old,” adds interest 
and drama to otherwise distant historical dates. 

Walking-talking 
interviews give the 
person something to 
do, and is an easy way 
to get them to forget 
the camera is there. 
Go to their old house 
when they were born, 
or the school grounds 
they used to play on. 
Having a 65-year-old grandma walk up to, and 
sit down on a schoolyard swing to continue 
her story puts her in a familiar place, and she 
can get into that moment in time when, “we 
weren’t allowed to wear trousers to school in 
those days, so playing on the playground was 
difficult. I wore short pants under my dresses 
so I could run races with the boys...” You show 
a spirited child who, years later, was surely 
able to hoist an engine into an airplane’s frame 
as a military mechanic during the war. You can 
then segue to photos of her as a child or WWII 
propaganda photos of Rosie the Riveter. 

Turning a Profit
How much time you put into your project and 
interviews should always factor in how you will 
profit. The money for these videos is there, it all 
depends on how you sell the service, and how 
you gather the assets. Sometimes you just have 
to think like an investigative journalist and be 
well prepared before you hit the record button. 
Watch documentaries and check out how His-
tory.com and Biography.com put together their 
pieces. Many of these are one hour long, so they 
are well-contained and tell stories in a succinct, 
informative and interesting manner. 

Jennifer O’Rourke is Videomaker’s Managing Editor, an Emmy 
award-winning producer and has done many family history videos.

Provided that you can 
get permission, posters 
and art from the past can 
help explain the topics of 
interest for the family. 
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the audience into a state of tension. 
Mix in an abrupt splash of harsh 
light skimming across a face and the 
audience will release all that tension 
in a sudden burst of emotions. And it 
doesn’t always take any specialized 
lighting equipment or lighting studio. 
All it takes, with a little practice, is 
a few well placed lights armed with 
color gels and an assistant to jiggle 
things around a bit. 

Creative Expression
Setting up horror film lighting is fun 
and easy. You just need to understand 
light, color and placement of shadows 

What’s more fun than scaring the 
heck out of your friends. You know, 
sneaking up behind them and dan-
gling a squiggly rubber spider on a 
shoulder or blasting out of a closet 
just to see them nearly jump out of 
their shoes. It never gets old does it? 
Well neither does classic horror film 
lighting where everything is hidden in 
deep, ambiguous shadows and what is 
revealed is projected in hard, con-
trasty light. This is noir lighting which 
is incredibly fun to do and an effective 
way to promote a sense of mystery or 
imminent doom in a horror movie. 

A skilled director or special effects 
designer can evoke these emotions 
in the audience with a simple flicker 
of light or slight movement of a 
shadow while the audience doesn’t 
even realize they are under a spell. A 
subtle blink of red light that vanishes 
as quickly as it appears mixed with 
a dash of blue ambient is all the 
ingredients a director needs to force 

LIGHTING

You don’t need a full complement 

of expensive gear to make a hor-

ror film. The beauty of this genre 

is oftentimes, the grittier it is, the 

better it is. 

b y  T e r r y  O ’ R o u r k e

for that spooky effect that garners 
goose bumps every time. Filmmak-
ing is fun and horror movies are 
no exception, it’s all about creative 
expression, letting go and creating the 
unexpected. The best way to do that is 
with lighting because unlike walls, fur-
niture and people, production lighting 
is easily manipulated and doesn’t put 
up a fuss when you want it to be dra-
matic. With a little experimenting you 
can get lighting to do whatever you 
want. Unlike acting, where there’s a 
fine line between a great performance 
and overacting, horror film lighting is 
always expected to be over-the-top, so 
let’s get started. 

Light and Dark
The first thing you need is darkness, 
and the best way to get that is to shoot 
at night or better yet in a well-lit room. 
To your camcorder, this can be just 
about every room in the house. This 
can work because you turn down the 
gain on your camcorder to get “dark-
ness” and bring in lights for exact 
shadows. Yep, day-for-night shooting 
is an old Hollywood trick. Shoot in 
broad daylight, turn down the cam-
era and turn up the lights. Hollywood 
shoots in daylight so that crewmem-

Horror Film Lighting on a Budget

Noir lighting is known 
for harsh light that 
skims across a face. 
Shadows on a sub-
ject's face help imply 
mystery - just as 
many noir characters 
are two-faced or have 
questionable values.
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bers can see while they’re working and they 
don’t have to work at night and earn overtime. 
The other benefit is the camera works best with 
the gain turned down and it’s just a lot easier to 
shoot in daylight. Indoors you are going to need 
some powerful lights and outdoors you are going 
to need more powerful lights so it’s probably 
easier to do day-for-night shooting indoors dur-
ing the day - and any month when the 13th falls 
on a Friday!  

Harsh Light
The lighting needs to be pretty harsh so don’t 
even think about soft boxes or umbrellas. They 
create soft, diffused light, which is great for bath-
ing your subject in a flattering even light, which 
is the last thing you want in horror lighting. You 
want harsh, almost violent lighting along with 
dark ambiguous shadows. 

Shadows - where the creepies live - and of 
course you'll want to paint them in a dramatic 
blue ambient light, and one way to get that blue 

Horror Film Lighting on a Budget

tint is to white balance your camera to tungsten. 
That harsh, contrasty light from your already-
on-hand halogen shop lights is tungsten which 
has a warm color temperature. When you white 
balance the camera to tungsten (also known as 

Lighting with a halogen shop light and 
setting your camera's white balance to 
tungsten can create the right tint of blue. 
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your subjects and reveal only what you want to 
show. 

Flags and Moving Lights
You need to place your lights in such a way as 
to produce shadows where you want them and 
light your subjects as you want them to appear. 
Shop lights can cast great shadows but they can 
also blast the whole set with light, so you need 
to interrupt some of that light so it won’t spill 
all over the room. You want to control where 
the light goes and where it doesn’t go. The easi-
est way to do this is with large “fl ags” which are 
placed in front of your lights to create hard-
edged shadows. 

The cool thing about these fl ags is that you 
can move them slowly during a shot which 
moves the shadows they cast, too. Do this while 
moving the lights in a different direction and you 
get some pretty spooky lighting effects, (Figures 
A and B). If you also dim and fl icker the lights - 
things can get pretty creepy. Add some fl ashing 
from a still camera’s fl ash to create lightning in 
the room, throw on a red gel attached to an LED 
fl ashlight, blink your on-camera light and you 
may even scare yourself into the next century! 

So far you have made some nice dramatic 
color shifts by creatively white balancing your 
camera to match shop lights while allowing the 
ambient light to become blue. You have made the 
light move around with your fl ags and added a 
bit of mystery with a gelled fl ashlight, a still cam-
era fl ash and an on-camera light. But as with all 

indoor) the light from the halogen shop light 
becomes neutral and the ambient room light 
becomes blue because the halogen lights have 
a warmer color temperature than both daylight 
and ambient room lighting from windows.

We’re talking about making a low budget hor-
ror fi lm not a professional lighting design, so the 
halogen shop lights are perfect for harsh light-
ing, and with this technique you get great color 
contrast between the two different light sources 
without the use of gels, which simplifi es your 
production tremendously. 

The room light from any window or doorway 
should be enough for ambient lighting and you 
have adjusted your camera so that the ambient 
light is a bit dark. Now all you need to do is light 

The absence of light appears to magnify sound, which can indicate creepies from behind the camera. Let’s take the idea of 
using shadows to tell our story, at some point you will want your audience to feel uneasy, just like a character on screen. By 
having just a few instances of absolute blackness your audience will have no idea what’s coming next, now this isn’t to say 

you hold a long black shot since that will remind the audience that 
they’re in a theater or home and watching a production. Instead let 
the audio take control - when’s the last time you felt cozy in an unfa-
miliar and dark room with creepy music, when a chainsaw starts up? 
 Another trick suitable for the horror genre is only possible due 
to the limited frame you allow the audience to see. With a spotlight 
and some well chosen tools or figures you may imply characters in 
your story with shadow. Like shadow puppetry, what the audience 
expects, is all that matters, you might use a grasping hand, or an 
object like a doll, anything that represents terror. These should be 
easy to distinguish items and their outline may be all that is required 
to get an emotional response from your audience, just be sure to fol-
low our advice on how to operate the light causing the shadow and 
you’ll have a fun and effective way to paint your story in light.

This trick of the 
shadows can inspire 
fear in your subject: 
slowly move the flags 
in the direction of 
the arrows (a), and 
move the light right 
to left (b). 

a b

What You DON’T See 
in the Shadows
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Terry O’Rourke specializes in pro lighting and commer-
cial photography.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15436 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
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productions, even low budget horror 
films, you must consider safety and 
if you choose to shoot at night, there 
is the lack of light on set which can 
pose risks, be it tripping on cords or 
forgetting equipment in the dark. 
If you have halogen lights on set, 
safety is of paramount importance 
because they get very hot and can 
easily set fire to just about anything 
they come in contact with, so always 
use caution! 

A good way to make large flags 
for a cheap production like this is 
to use panels of cardboard but for 
safety they must be held several feet 
from the lights and never above the 
lights. Another benefit of holding the 
flags farther from the lights is that 
this added distance better defines 
the shadows. If the flags need to be 
more permanent, look to foam core, 
sheetrock or even better - sheet metal 
which can easily be clamped to rolling 
stands or simply handled by assis-
tants. These materials can be found at 
most hardware stores. You could also 
consider using a cuculoris or cookie. 
There are many ways to get creative 
with your lighting such as using ad-
justable spotlights, fresnel lights and 
even simple snoots or barn doors. 

Barn Doors and Cookies
Barn doors are great accessories 
because they allow you to control 
the spill of your raw light fixtures. 
They are mounted to the fixture and 
consequently right next to the light 
source so the shadows from them are 
not very sharp and have soft edges. 
That’s where the large flags come in. 
They are really just big barn doors that 
are held further from the light source. 
That distance gives the shadow a dra-
matic, hard edge. It’s really a budget-
saving way to get nicely defined 
shadows just like focusing spots and 
fresnels except at a fraction of the 
cost! Walking the flags around moves 
the shadow which is great for that 
mysterious effect, and the beauty of 
learning this technique is understand-
ing how to place shadows exactly 
where you want them. 

Consider a straightforward inter-
view in which you would like to light 
only part of background and leave 
other parts in shadow or even project 
patterns on the background. This is 
exactly what a cookie does. It inter-
rupts the light in some places and 
allows the light through in others, 
thus projecting a pattern of light and 
shadows. The closer to a subject a 
cookie is from the light the better 
definition the shadows have. Matthews 
Studio Equipment makes wooden 
cookies and companies like Lowel and 
Smith-Victor make a huge assortment 
of lights and modifiers that will allow 
just about anything your heart desires. 

You should consider the light-
ing techniques presented here just a 
primer because with the art of horror 
filmmaking: anything goes! The great 
thing about horror lighting is it doesn’t 
need a great deal of specialized equip-
ment. Anything you build or purchase 
for your “horror film kit” can nicely fit 
into your regular kit because special 
effects in movies often consist of just 
great lighting and all you are doing is 
changing the way you use each light-
ing tool. So… anything you learn on 
this production can easily be adapted 
to rest of video production, and that’s 
great knowledge.

Flags and cookies for video are large, flat panels 
of lightweight material. They're used to block 
light, and add shadows to backgrounds.

MARKET PLACE

more info:
QueAudio.com
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Compositing is a grand illusion, a 

sleight-of-hand act, tricking the eye 

into believing what it sees. There’s 

rarely a video produced now with-

out some form of compositing.

fects skill-set. A basic understanding 
of compositing makes it easy to create 
compelling images that speak to the 
audience.

 Simply put, compositing is the 
combination of separate visual ele-
ments into a single image. Compos-
iting is as simple as using a green 
screen to key a subject and place them 
on an animated background, some-
thing that is obviously not real but 
accepted in our visual vernacular. It 
can be as complex as creating a scene 
of separate images subtly melded 
together so the audience believes it 
to be one cohesive shot, like a giant 
robot that destroys a city block.

 Transparency, the ability to control 
the opacity of an image or a portion 

In its most practical form, compos-
iting breaks down communicative 
barriers and makes a statement when 
needed. It overcomes technical barri-
ers that otherwise limit production. It 
sets the stage for wild creativity and 
brings imagination to life. It allows the 
creation of more compelling images, 
ones that are beyond the limitations of 
normal production. Impossible shots 
become reality. Compositing is screen 
magic. It’s a form of digital alchemy 
and its secrets can be revealed.

What is Compositing?
The art of compositing can be intimi-
dating and confusing to the novice 
compositor. The truth is, compositing 
is simple. It’s something we see every-
day and great results are achievable 
with most software for video editing. 
When compositing first moved from 
the analog universe of optical print-
ers to the digital world of the desktop, 
one needed visual effects programs 
and compositing software to make the 
magic happen. Today, it can be done 
without an advanced Adobe After Ef-

Creating Captivating Composites
b y  C h r i s  “ A c e ”  G a t e s

of an image, is the basis for compos-
iting. This allows separate images 
to be placed on one another and 
for those images to interact. There 
are numerous techniques to create 
transparency. Understanding the 
techniques and the strengths of each 
is the key to compositing.

Mattes and Masks
Compositing is accomplished by 
generating a matte or mask that 
can be utilized to create the needed 
amount of transparency. The terms 
matte and mask, are contingent on 
the software being used and are 
generally interchangeable. For the 
purpose of this article, a matte can 
be defined as the information de-
rived from an image to define what 
is transparent and what is opaque. 
An example of a matte is the use of 
color information from footage shot 
on a green screen to pull a chroma-
key, so that anything that is colored 
green becomes transparent.

A mask can be defined as trans-
parency that is created from using 
a toolset designed for many sorts of 
visual effects compositing, not just 
making portions of a video transpar-
ent. An example is the use of splines 

It may be referred to 
as a garbage matte, 
but the green area 
around your subject is 
simply the temporary 
backdrop for a better 
image.
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a mask generator. These are found 
in most every piece of software for 
video editing. Type tools and shape 
tools are examples of simple mask 
generators.

 A more advanced technique for 
creating a mask, one that requires 
compositing software, would be 
drawing splines to rotoscope, or 
cut out a particular subject. The 
cut out image is then composited 
with other images. It’s a technique 
that works on both still and moving 
images. Programs such as Adobe 

to rotoscope a portion of an image, 
defining which portions are opaque, 
transparent or signify another effect. 
The finer the control of the definition 
of the mattes and masks, the better 
the final composites will be.

Keying
Keying is the technique of select-
ing an isolated range of information 
in an image and using it to create a 
matte. There are two basic keying 
methods, chromakey and luma key. 
A chromakey uses the color range of 
an image and a luma key uses the lu-
minance range. Keying is a technique 
that is particularly strong for taking 
a recorded subject and placing it on 
top of another image or in another 
environment. This puts a different 
background behind your subject and 
has a great host of applications for 
many styles of video.

 The use of a green screen or blue 
screen is the most common use of 
chromakey. It is the technique used 
on the nightly news to superimpose 
the weatherperson over the weather 
map. Green screening subjects is a 
staple of the visual effects industry 
and creates outstanding results when 
done correctly.

 A luma key uses the same tech-
nique as a chromakey, but instead of 
using the color information it uses 
the luminance, creating transparency 
based on which pixels are brighter or 
darker than a selected value. An over-
exposed sky is easy to replace with 
the use of a luma key.

Generating Masks
There are several techniques to 
generate masks. The easiest is using 

The background is a special setting in your 
story (a), your subject is recorded without 
being on location (b), and the completed key 
(c) reflects your effective planning. 

Create a Sense of Depth

A good composite contains multiple elements, creating a believable image. The 
greater number of overlapping elements that interact in a composite, the more 
they will create depth and help sell the illusion. The believability of a subject 
placed on a background environment is enhanced by placing foreground ele-
ments that overlap the subject and the background.

a

b

c
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After Effects make these tools available for the 
consumer.

Setting Up Successful Composites
Mastering the basic techniques are a fi nite 
portion of compositing. How a composite is 
fi nished is what sells the illusion. There is no 
“Magician’s Code” to compositing, its secrets 
are revealed through observation. The fi rst rule 
of thumb for any composition is honesty. Much 
of the effectiveness is measured with your eyes. 
Does the composite accomplish the goal of its 
intended purpose? It may need to be believ-
able in the overall context of your production, 
or it may just simply need to pass by on the 
suspension of disbelief. Quality composites are 
achieved by utilizing the same practices used to 
make a good image and a good production.

 A successful composite starts with proper 
planning in pre-production. A planned-out shot 
will be easier to composite because the indi-
vidual elements will be shot with the fi nal result 
in mind. This might be accounting for space 
on-screen that would otherwise appear to be a 
mistake in composition. A plan determines what 
elements and images are necessary to gather 
in production, setting up the post-production 
process for success.

 During production, footage shot with the 
intention of compositing greatly increases the 

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, use article 
#15372 in the subject line. You can comment and rate this 
article by going online: www.videomaker.com/article/15372

Chris “Ace” Gates is an Emmy Award winning writer and editor.

chance for success. A camera that is properly 
white balanced will make it easier to adjust 
and match the color across shots in post-pro-
duction. If the color temperature is different 
between the two images, they will stand out in 
contrast from each other and be more diffi cult 
to match up.

Lighting
Just as color is important, so is lighting. Lighting 
differences will be apparent in the fi nal compos-
ite image if the shadows of the source lighting 
is different between the separate images. For 
instance, if the background image is shot in day-
light at high noon on a sunny beach, the subject 
element should not be softly lit from the side. 
In a cohesive scene the direction of light and its 
falloff is consistent across all elements in the 
fi nal image.

 Post-production is when the art and craft of 
compositing unite as the separate images come 
together. The basic compositing techniques, 
when done properly, will create a consistent 
transparency and the edges of the composited 
elements should appear clean against each 
other. A well-matted or masked element placed 
on a background will blend in without blatantly 
revealing its own edge.

 Coloring and light need to be accounted for 
in post-production as much as they do in pro-
duction. First, the lighting values and dynamic 
range need to match across elements. Shadow 
density, midtones and highlights should be 
adjusted individually for each element. After 
the luminance is corrected, color should be 
corrected for each element so they match up 
with each other. A fi nal pass of color correction 
through the entire composition helps unify the 
fi nal image.

Making Magic
A good composite is stronger than the sum of 
its elements, it transforms them into something 
new. Combining disparate images into a thing 
of beauty takes a touch of magic. Knowing the 
techniques to properly create a composite can 
get you started. By intentionally practicing them, 
you’ll eventually be spinning gold. 

     Question: 

     What is the
     difference        
     between these 
     two photos?

     Question: 

     What is the
     difference        
     between these 
     two photos??

Answer: The 
shadows fall 
incorrectly in 
the top photo. 
(Bonus points 
if you noticed 
his right arm is 
holding the mic.)
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the portable audio recorder. When 
used with external mics or moved 
close to the source, portable record-
ers are great solutions. However, 
many shooters simply plant the audio 
recorder on top of their camera or 
mount it to their rig somehow. This is 
great for gathering crowd noise, but it 
doesn’t do anything to solve the built-
in distance problem.

Don't blame the mic. Many built-in 
mics would sound fi ne in a recording 
studio or vocal booth and it’s pos-
sible to repurpose your camera as a 
voice-over recording rig. Just control 
the distance between the mic and the 
voice and eliminate as much back-
ground noise and echoes as possible. 
Unfortunately, as long as the mic is 
mounted on the camera, it’s best used 
for recording ambient sound and as a 
sync reference for separate recorders. 

Handheld Mics
Often called stick 
mics, handheld 
mics are the type 
you see on concert 
stages or in the 
hands of a fi eld 
reporter. Handheld 
mics are portable 
and usually very 

durable. They’re also designed for 
rough use in a wide variety of challeng-
ing environments and applications. 

When you want that newsy look, 
there’s no quicker way to achieve it 
than with a handheld mic. Put one of 
these in the talents' hands and sud-
denly, they’re reporters on a hot story. 
Another popular use is in infomer-
cials. Using the street interview as a 
gimmick, the host can quickly quiz 
people about their opinions on prod-
ucts, lending authenticity to the clips.

You’ll also see this type of mic on 
stages, whether it’s an awards cer-
emony or even a live comedy show. 
Handheld mics are preferred for these 
applications and it’s a good reference 
point if you’re trying to emulate that 
look. Other common off-camera uses 
are for sound effects gathering and 
even voice-overs. 

Microphones are an interesting cat-
egory of video tools, in a geeky sort of 
way. The primary goal of any mic for 
video production is the same: con-
vert acoustic energy into an electrical 
signal for use in recording. But that’s 
where the similarities end. From that 
point on, the variations seem end-
less. At the high-end, there are large 
diaphragm studio condenser mics that 
excel at capturing voice and music. At 
the low-end are the mics in our cell 
phones, which work well for commu-
nication, but not much else. At every 
point in between, there are specialty 
microphones for practically any situa-
tion when recording audio for video. 

Whether you’re working in an audio 
production studio or shooting in the 
fi eld, there’s a mic type for you in 
your sound studio equipment.

Built-In Microphones
Unless you’re shooting with some 
high-end cinematography camera, 
odds are that the camera you use has 
one or more mics built in. It’s also 
likely that you’re not too impressed 
with the quality. That’s OK, you’re 
not alone. There’s a perfectly reason-
able explanation for this. Because the 
mic is attached to the camera, it will 
naturally be some distance from your 
subject. When the mic is far away 
from the source, it picks up everything 
between the two. So instead of clean, 
clear voices, you may hear the voices 
buried in ambient noises or echoes 
from the room when you’re recording.

This problem has created a com-
pletely new category of audio product: 

AUDIO

If you want to record audio you’ll 

obviously need a mic. But which 

type and why? What suits the video 

producer next door might not be 

best for your needs.

b y  H a l  R o b e r t s o n

Microphone Types

Any microphone can be wireless. In fact, most lavalier mics are 
found on wireless packs already. Several manufacturers offer 
plug-in wireless modules that can turn any mic with an XLR con-
nector into a wireless model. That means your handhelds, shot-
guns and even parabolic mics can cut the cord for even more 
freedom. Wireless adds its own set of challenges - batteries that 
need charging, distance limitations and potential interference - 
but it’s great to have the option when you need it. 

Going Wireless
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is often done with a strip of gaffer’s 
tape. The clothing acts as a simple 
windscreen and, as long as there 
aren’t multiple layers of clothing over 
the mic, it should sound fine. Make 
sure you check for clothes rustling 
before and during recording. 

Another lavalier trick is using the 
body of the subject as a shield - to 
block either wind or background 
noise. With the wind or distracting 
sounds to the back of the talent, you’ll 
capture clearer sound and simplify 
your work in editing. One final tip: 
keep an eye on the mic clip. These 
things go missing faster than your cell 
phone or TV remote and they’re an es-
sential part of the kit. In addition, you 
can’t just go to the local electronics 
store and buy a replacement.

The Shotgun Microphone
Shotgun mics get their name from 
their shape. Much like the barrel of 
a gun, shotgun mics are long and 
skinny. Their pickup pattern is mostly 
from the front of the mic like a water 
sprayer set to stream. This type of mic 
is the all-time favorite on movie and 
TV sets and is versatile enough to use 

in many other situ-
ations too.

Unlike other 
mics, the shotgun 
mic isn’t usually 
attached to the tal-
ent. In fact, while 
it can be handheld, 
most of the time it’s 
mounted on a long 
pole and operated 
by an audio crew-

Of course, this type of mic is highly 
visible and you’ll never see one on an 
indoor news set. Likewise in sit-down 
interviews and other situations where 
the mic should be invisible. But, in 
the right circumstances, you can put 
the mic just out of the frame and still 
capture great audio.

Lavalier Microphones
Also known as lapel mic, the lavalier 
mic is a tiny thing that is typically 
clipped to a shirt, jacket or tie. You 
can also attach them with tiepins, 
magnets and even gaffer’s tape if 
necessary. Because they’re so small, 
they often go unnoticed and are a fa-
vorite for news anchors and interview 
subjects. While black is the most com-
mon color, some lavaliers are avail-
able in white, beige and brown. Talk 
shows and news networks often stock 
several in different colors to match 
the clothing of their hosts and guests.

When using a lavalier mic outside, 
you may need to add a windscreen to 
minimize wind noise. This will add to 
the profile of the mic and might elimi-
nate the advantage of the small size. 
In these cases, it’s common to attach 
the mic under thin 
clothing such as a 
shirt or blouse. This 

AUDIO OCTOBER 2012

member or assistant. With this setup, 
the audio operator can get the mic 
close to the talent while keeping it just 
out of the frame. This is usually done 
overhead, but the technique also works 
from below when needed. 

Because they’re highly directional, 
shotgun mics do a good job of isolating 
the sound you want to record - as long 
as they’re pointed in the right direc-
tion. Monitoring on headphones is very 
important with this type of mic. Unless 
you’re doing a static sit-down inter-
view, you can’t just set it and forget 
it. Keeping the subject in the pickup 
range can become an issue. A shotgun 
mic on a boom pole is ultimately a 
very portable and high-quality audio 
solution. That’s why the pros use them.

When shooting outside with a 
shotgun mic, you’ll need to use a 
windscreen. The foam model that 
came with the mic is worthless against 
anything beyond a breeze, so take a 
look at a device known as a blimp or 
zeppelin. These are tube-like cages for 
your shotgun mic and the outside is 
usually covered with fur-like material. 
This breaks up the wind before it can 
get to the mic and should let you shoot 
in a stiff wind without a problem. 

Parabolic Microphones
One type of mic we rarely mention is 
the parabolic mic. It’s a highly special-
ized device that is often used in sports 
broadcasts, but it has other uses too. 
This is a large dish with a mic placed 
at the focal point - much like the 
feedhorn on a satellite dish. By plac-
ing the mic in this location, it picks up 
the sound focused on it by reflections 
from the dish. While a shotgun mic 
can be very directional, a parabolic 
mic is more like a laser. 

Using a parabolic mic, you can pick 
up voices, animal noises and other 
sounds from great distances. Instead 
of several feet, now you’re looking at 
audio gathering from several yards - 
or even 160 yards away - the length of 
a football field. The extreme pickup 
distance comes at a cost though. Typi-
cal parabolic mics lack low frequen-

Handheld mics are quick 
and effective, but unless 
you want that reporter 
look, give your viewers 
fewer distractions by 
framing your subject with 
the mic just beyond view.

Attaching a lavalier to 
clothing can be a great 
option for getting a mic 
close to your talent. 
When outdoors, add a 
small windscreen to 
block wind noise. 
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cies and clarity can be hard to achieve 
without careful aiming.

You won’t do serious dialog pickup 
or voice-overs with a parabolic mic, but 
it’s great for grabbing a football huddle, 
nature sounds, surveillance or maybe 
even reality TV audio.

Pick a Mic - Any Mic
Knowing what different types of mics 
are used for is helpful when record-
ing audio for video. There’s no point 
in building your entire shoot around 
equipment that can’t do what you 
need. If you’re in the market to buy a 
new mic, this information could help 
you make a more informed decision. 
If you’re new to a certain type of mic, 
test things first when you have a few 
minutes. Also pay attention to how 
these mics are used in the media. It 
will help you get a feel for the mic and 
will make you look more confident 
and professional when clients are 
watching.

Contributing Editor Hal Robertson is a digital media 
producer and technology consultant.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15358 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15358

A boom pole and shotgun mic will require a 
person to operate, but can get quality sound 
from many different sources. Blimps are cages 
covered in fur-like material that encase the 
mic and should be used in heavy wind.
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intense if you can’t back them away 
from your subject. Throw a couple 
of these in your travel kit and we 
guarantee you’ll never again have to 
worry about lighting in tight spaces 
again! (Not actually a guarantee.)

5. Sand Bags: About $28 per 15-lbs. 
bag.
Most shooters know they should 
use sand bags when setting up top-
heavy lights, but many don’t think 
about how sand bags can help their 
shooting. Ever try to get extremely 
low angle shots where the camera 
has to be at or near the ground? 
Here's two options: get a table-top 
tripod or hand-hold it. You could set 
the camera on the ground itself, but 
getting just the right angle is a huge 
pain. Sand bags fix this problem. 

They can be molded to a variety 
of shapes in order to cradle 

your camera at just the 
right angle. If your shot 
is a little off, just push 
the sand around until 
you’ve got it right.

When you’re just get-
ting started with video 

production and filmmak-
ing, you don’t often think 

of the little things. Being a 
good shooter requires frequent 

improvisation and ingenuity. Keep 
some of these basic tools on hand and 
you’ll be amazed at how much you 
end up relying on them.

Videomaker recently produced a video 
series on DIY equipment, but there 
are some cheap tools that might have 
been designed for other uses that you 
don’t even have to build your-
self. Here’s a list of five pretty 
handy tools that cost less 
than $30 that work well in 
the video production world. 
It’s not a stretch to use each 
of these in almost every 
shoot. If you’re not using 
them already, consider mak-
ing a few additions to your 
toolkit and you’ll wonder how 
you ever got along without them. 

1. Foam Core: Approx. $2 per 
16"x20" sheet.
Often on set you’ll hear a camera 
operator asking for a white card. A 
white card is a white piece of material  
used for white balancing the camera. 
Foam core works well, as you can get 
a 3 1/16-inch thick, sturdy white piece 
that is easy to hold far away from the 
camera’s lens, and it’ll still be able to 
fill the camera’s frame when the cam-
era zooms in. Additionally, white foam 
core works quite well as a reflector. 
The matte white finish provides a nice 
soft fill light when shooting outdoors 
without reflecting so much sunlight 
that it blinds your subject. Conversely, 
black foam core can work well as a 
flag when used with cool lights like 
fluorescents or LEDs. Keep it away 
from your tungsten, halogen, and HMI 
lighting rigs - foam core is flammable!

2. Work Gloves: $2-$15 per pair.
If you’ve ever shot with a 1000W light, 
you know those things get hot! After 
one minute of operation, adjusting the 
barn doors can be a dangerous affair. 
That’s why it’s always good to keep a 

b y  M i k e  W i l h e l m

Five Tools Less Than $30 Each

pair of such gloves close by. Simply 
turn off your light, wear your gloves, 
and adjustments are a breeze. Addi-

tionally, since touching the 
lamp itself with your 

bare hands is never a 
good idea (the oils 
from your fingers 
can cause the 
lamp to explode 
when it heats up), 
wearing gloves 

adds an extra layer 
of protection, even 

when handling cool 
lights.

3. C-47s (Clothespins): $5-$10 per 50 
count package.
Here is another tool most commonly 
used for lighting purposes. C-47s 
(laundry clothespins!) are inexpen-
sive and light-weight. When attach-
ing gels to a frame, C-47s 
are often far simpler 
than the frame’s 
built-in clamps. As 
a bonus, C-47s are 
handy for wardrobe 
purposes. Loose 
clothing can be 
clipped behind the 
back to improve the 
garment’s fit.

4. Router Speed Control: 
About $24 to $30 each.
Dimmers are extremely handy 
whenever you’re using tungsten 
lights. The problem is they can be 
pretty expensive. While they’re 
meant for drills, router speed control 
devices just happen to work per-
fectly well as light dimmers. When 
you’re shooting in tight spaces, 
your lights may end up being too 

Mike Wilhelm is Videomaker’s Executive Editor.

TAKE FIVE
5  q u i c k  p r o d u c t i o n  t i p s

Video producers gather production tools from many sources.

For comments, email: editor@videomaker.com, 
use article #15540 in the subject line. You can 
comment and rate this article by going online: 
www.videomaker.com/article/15540
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800-323-2325
10-12 Charles St., Glen Cove, NY 11542  •  516-759-1611  •  Fax 516-671-3092  •  sales@videoguys.com

Check Out the Videoguys on Facebook and Twitter!
Follow the Videoguys for the latest news & reviews, tech-tips, system 

recommendations, special discounts & more!

“Like” us at www.facebook.com/videoguys 
or follow us at www.twitter.com/videoguys

Videoguys.com is your source for video editing software

Adobe CS6
Production 
Premium

High-performance 
toolset with 
everything you need 
to create productions 
for virtually any 
screen. Avoid 
workflow bottlenecks 
with tight integration 
between Adobe 
Premiere® Pro, After Effects,® & Photoshop®; easy 
project exchange with other NLEs; and amazing 
performance optimizations including the Adobe 
Mercury Playback Engine.

$1,79900
$67500

Videoguys.com is your source for hardware I/O solutions

Grass Valley ADVC-G1
Any In to SDI Multi-Function Converter

Convert and/or upconvert, by your choice, 
sources from HDMI, DVI, component, 
composite, S-Video, AES/EBU, and 
analog audio to HD/SD-SDI.

NVIDIA Quadro 4000 by PNY
Support the Adobe Mercury Playback 
Engine on PC or Mac! The NVIDIA Quadro 
4000 by PNY is a true technological 
breakthrough delivering excellent 
performance for all video applications with 
256 CUDA parallel processing cores.

$79900

Videoguys.com is your source for converters

$1,19900

AJA Hi5 Mini Converter
HD-SDI/SDI to HDMI A/V Converter

Convert SDI or HD-SDI to HDMI for 
driving monitors. Embedded SDI/HD-SDI 
audio is supported in the HDMI output 
allowing a convenient single connection.  

$49000

Matrox Convert DVI Plus
HD-SDI Scan Converter with Genlock

Now you can easily & economically take 
the computer-based content that is quickly 
becoming a key part of the nightly news to 
air. Downscale or upscale your region-of-
interest to any size & position on screen.

$1,49500

Matrox MC-100 Mini Converter
Dual SDI to HDMI for 3G/3D/HD/SD

A dual SDI to HDMI mini converter that 
supports a wide range of display resolutions 
through 3G, Dual Link, HD, and SD-SDI. 

$49500

Upgrade licenses available starting at $359

Videoguys.com is your source for video storage solutions, GPU and other add-on hardware

NEW! Grass Valley
EDIUS Pro 6.5

EDIUS Pro 6.5 brings 
new video file formats 
& hardware-assisted 
H.264 encoding, plus 
comprehensive 3D editing 
workflow and native 
support for raw footage 
captured with digital 
cinematography cameras 
from RED Digital. EDIUS has extended support for 
Quick Sync Video Hardware H.264 video encoding of 
MP4 files to complement the AVCHD acceleration Get 
faster than real-time encoding of videos for iPhone, Play 
Station Portable, as well as H.264/AVC videos up to 
1920x1080p50/60.

Matrox MXO2 Mini with Matrox MAX
HD I/O with faster than realtime H.264 Encoding!  

And a Special Price for a Limited Time Only! 
Regardless of what tapeless formats you shoot on, or 
computer, or application you edit with; Matrox MXO2 
Mini turns your TV with HDMI into a pro-grade video 
monitor with color calibration tools. MXO2 Mini MAX 
gives you full resolution, full-frame-rate, multi-layer, 
realtime video editing via Matrox RT™ technology; 
and faster than realtime H.264 encoding

$59900

AJA T-TAP 
Thunderbolt 
Powered SDI 
& HDMI Output 
T-TAP is a very small 
Thunderbolt bus-powered 
device for high-quality 10-bit SD, HD and 2K output 
through SDI and HDMI connections. This adapter 
enables a simple, unobtrusive means of getting 
professional video & audio out of any Thunderbolt Mac 
system. T-TAP supports everything from SD to HD to 2K 
and 3D with pristine 10-bit quality, even over HDMI, and 
all with 8-channel embedded audio.

$24900

Pioneer 
BDR-XD04 
Slim, Portable 
Blu-ray Disc & BDXL Writer
This USB 2.0 Blu-ray Disc/DVD/CD writer 
allows you to watch standard & 3D Blu-ray 
Disc titles, author high-definition Blu-ray 
Disc content while also delivering the ability 
for high-capacity data storage 

Pioneer 
BDR-XD04 
Slim, Portable 
Blu-ray Disc & BDXL Writer

$12995

Avid Artist Color
Color Grading Control Surface with EUCON

When it comes to color grading, using a 
mouse can leave you seeing red—literally. 
With the compact, ergonomic Artist Color, 
you gain deep hands-on control with great 
precision & speed. Features EUCON for 
compatibility with Avid Media Composer & 
Symphony, Apple Color, Smoke for Mac, 
STORM, and REDCINE-X

$1,39900

NEW! SONY 
Vegas Pro 
11 Master 
Suite with 

SoundForge, 
ACID & more

Exciting News! 
Sony is pleased to 
announce a unique 
bundle of their 
Professional Products Line, The Vegas Pro 11 Master 
Suite! There is over $1,800.00 worth of software:
• SONY Vegas Pro 11 with DVD Architect 5.2 - $679 value
• Newblue FX Titler Pro for Vegas Pro - $299 value
• SONY SoundForge 10.0 audio production - $375 value
• SONY ACID Pro 7 + content disc & bonus loops- $299
• Vegas Production Assistant 2.0 - $169 value
• SONY Digital Video & Audio Production Guide - $29 value

$89900

Matrox MXO2 LE MAX 
Pro I/O Plus Faster than Realtime H.264 Encoding!

Highly-reliable, broadcast-quality I/O via HDMI, SDI, 
and analog; professional audio I/O; and HDMI video 
monitoring with calibration controls including blue-only. 
You also benefit from a wide variety of HD and SD 
workflows with 10-bit hardware up/down/cross scaling 
engine & support for file-based formats and industry-
standard codecs. MAX gives you faster than realtime 
H.264 encoding

$1,39500

$1,49500

AJA IoXT Thunderbolt I/O
Io XT connects to your Mac with Thunderbolt cable & 
provides another Thunderbolt connector for chaining 
other devices, such as storage, making it perfect for on 
set, or in the edit suite. Compact, portable & powerful, it’s 
loaded with high-end features including 3G/Dual-link/HD/
SD-SDI, Component Analog, and HDMI connectivity.

G-Technology G-RAID
Professional Video Storage Solutions Now 

also Available with Thunderbolt Connectivity

Designed specifically for pro content 
creation applications like Final Cut Studio, 
Adobe CS5, Avid Media Composer & more

2TB - $265.99    •    4TB - $379.99
6TB - $569.99    •    8TB - $749.95

NEW! Thunderbolt Models
4TB - $664.95    •    8TB - $949.95

Boris 
Continuum 
Complete

The most compre-
hensive VFX plug-in 
suite ever created for 
Adobe After Effects 
& Premiere Pro. 200+ 
filters including 3D 
Objects such as Extruded Text, 3D particle 
effects, image restoration tools, lens flares & 
lights, keys & mattes, 3 Way Color Grading 
& other color correction tools, time-based 
effects such as Optical Stabilizer, and more

$89500

Videoguys.com is your 
source for Plug-Ins

Red Giant
Magic Bullet 

Suite
Designed by colorist 
& film director Stu 
Maschwitz, this Suite 
produces Hollywood-
style results on an 
indie budget. Its 9 tools 
let you capture the emotion of your subject, 
making your footage more personal and 
compelling. Includes Cosmo & Looks 2

$71900

NewBlue FX 
Titler Pro

Create beautiful, 
complex and 
compelling 3D and 2D 
title graphics through 
a fast and intuitive 
workspace. Tap 
into rich styles and 
dynamic animations, 
which will enliven your production with 
a quick to learn interface for immediate, 
stunning results.

$29995

Azden 330
Dual-Channel On-

Camera UHF Systems 
Features 188 User-

Selectable frequencies 
displayed on an LCD. 

with 2 lapel mics - $699
Handheld & lapel - $769

Lapel & XLR- $739

Azden SMX-20
Stereo Mic for DSLR Cameras

Designed to work with DSLRs, 
the SMX-20 offers directional high 
quality stereo sound. Includes 
windscreen, LR-44 battery & mount

Avid ProTools 10
Record, edit & mix 
music on a Mac 
or PC using the 
industry-standard 
platform. Amazing 
new AAX plug-in format, 
major advances in workflow, file handling, & 
cross-software compatibility

$69500
$29900

Videoguys.com is your source for Audio & Microphones
Samson ZOOM 

H4n Audio 
Recorder

The H4n has become 
the “go to” solution for 
DSLR. The H4n offers 
DSLR cameras its incredibly 
sensitive onboard mics and 
4-channel recording capabilities.

Avid Media 
Composer 6
Media Composer 
is the top choice 
for professional 
film and video 
editing. Whether 
you edit movies, 
TV shows, 
commercials, 
etc., this 
industry-standard nonlinear editor provides 64-bit 
performance, easy-to-use video editing tools, and 
streamlined HD, file-based, and stereo 3D workflows. Its 
open platform enables you to work with the gear you have 
or want and integrate into any workflow. 
Avid Symphony 6 , Avid Mojo DX and Avid Nitris 

DX also available now at Videoguys.com!

$48800
Upgrades starting at 

$13900
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